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Republican Landslide Ousts Fergusson
Colfax County Goes Republican

Farmers Have Big

By A Substantial Majority; 350
Native Given
State Gives Hernandez 3,000 Stock Train
Majority; Kiker Carries His
Two Hours
Shipped From
Home Precinct.
Although 13 precincts are yet to
The election on Tuesday started
off with keen interest anions the be heard from, the number of
political parties but nevertheless votes in these are not sufficient to
all sides went into it with a clean offset the Republican majority, and
spirit, it being agreed between the a conservative estimate is that Colleaders of both parties that the ill fax county will go Republican by
feeling and hatred of former elec- 350 majority.
tions should be eliminated and the
According to the lite reports this
spirit of ftiendliness shonld domi- morning the state went Republican
by 3000 maiority.
nate the campaign.
Fergusson,
Following the above outlined democrat, lost his seat in congress
program, the polls were opened at to Hernandez, republican. The
nine o'clock and the campaign be- defeat of ETergusson is now admit
gun. Challengers for both sides ted by democratic leaders at Santa
were on the ground during election Fe though by a small margin.
hours to see that no illegal voting
The Republicans have gained a
was pulled off at the polls and also working majority for the legislawhether or not the voters were re- tive assembly, having unseated
gistered. A number of votes were, enough democrats to control the
bouse by a

sworn in.

two-third-

s

Another large shipment of cattle
was consigned to the Kansas" City
market from Cimarron today making up a train of approximately 20
stock cars. E. R. Manning is
shipping 8 cars, Geo. Crocker 6
cars, Matt Heck 4 cars, and H. A.
Chandler 1 car. The stock train
will pick up a number ol loaded
cars at Ute Park and the balance
of the train will be made up in the
local yards. Other large cattle
shipments are to be made as soon
as the stock can be rounded up.

A bold and daring native who
bad imbibed too much wet goods
as an aftermath of the election was
locked up in the city bastile late
Tuesday night. After being in the
lockup several hours he was given
the choice of leaving town within
two hours or taken to the county
jail. He attempted to use a razor
which he had on his person, on a
local party as well as threatening
tú lacerate several others with the
instrument. He chose to leave
town in the time allotted him and
tread down the beaten path that
leads nowheres.

Increase In
Savings In

Postal Dept.

Drug Store

let-lin-

Opened With

New Name

1108

To Leave City

vote.

From the time the polls werJ. - Despite the frantic efforts of the
opened until closing time, autoes McDonald machine and steam roll-e- i
were constantly on the route cartactics to prevent a republican
rying prospective to and from the, working majority in the legislature
voting place, and many were the the voters ol the state have reinjests that were exchanged bet 'een stated the Grand Old Party; the
the opposing parties but only in a party ol progress and achievement.
friendly spirit. This was without
doubt the cleanest election ever
witnessed in this precinct and one
was not the parawhere ill
mount issue.
The result of the election in this
precinct, No. 3, is as follows:
Hernandez, R, 104; Fergusson, D,
88; Wilson, P, 5; Williams 112,
Hill 84, McTeer 3.
The county vote tip to 3 o'clock
p. in., Wednesday for the congressional and legislative ticket according to the report Irom 18 out of 30
Mr. Weitgenant owner of the
precincts is:
Red Cross Pharmacy at Raton,
Republican Democrat Progressive
was in Cimarron, Friday to look
Wilson
Hernandez Fergusson
over his recently acquired drug
767

iao

store in this city. B..H. fthocdes
a bustling and skilled druggist of
1 163
97
742
Columbus, Kansas, arrived SaturLegislative Ticket
day and will have charge of the
R Taylor mo, Skidmote, 1127; D
establishment. The store is being
Kiker 675, Fernandez 769; P
remodeled on the interior and aria6, Chavez 191.
ranged to attract attention. New
stock is commencing to arrive and
in the immediate future the store
will command a neat appearance

Williams

Here Today

Hill

McTeer

Win-bur- n

such as it has not enjoyed for some
time.
Mr. Rhoades' family will arrive
here within a fortnight to make
this their future home. The name
of the establishment
has been
changed to the Red Cross Pharmacy.

News-Citiz- en

Gives

Out Bulletins Of

Republican Candidate for
Corporation. Commissioner
JOlected by big majority

post-offic-

e

Will Have

Less Power
That the Democrats will haveja
much smaller majority in the national capítol by about 125 is now
Uncle Joe Cannon has
certain.
been returned to the house from Illinois by a large majority; Colorado went Republican by 14000 and
also voted in statewide prohibition
the Republicans making a clean
sweep as a result of the strikes in
coal mines in the southern section
of the state.
Pennsylvania went
Republican 20 to 1, and this where
Roosevelt put in his hardest licks
to have Gifford Pinchot defeated.
The trend

of

Republican victory

is noticeable

Irom Maine to California and the Democrats have
been defeated in more than 80 per
cent of the states where they were
victorious two years ago.
In lieu of having a majority ol
150 in the national house, this number has been cut dowu to approximately 25, so that legislation that
will restore better times will be
set in motion when congress convenes the first Monday in December.
Trie great bordes of American
people are true to their trust in reinstating the Republican party, indicating that in 1916 there will be
a complete landslide.

results of the election from practically every county in the state
paymaster.
were given to the public, and at
considerable expense.
It remained for the Cimarron
Another bulletin was posted st
News to quote the election returns .the last vote was cast in the most about three o'clock in the afternoon
in the form of bulletins at the Red remote corner of the state. At 10 which was authoritative as to the
Cross Pharmacy a lew hours after o'clocl Wednesday morning the results of the state election.

Election Returns

Hon. Hugh H. Williams

The war in Europe is proving a
big boon to postal savings in this
country. From the very day hostilities opened across the seas postal savings receipts began to
by leaps and bounds and
withdrawals fell off, a result quite
contrary to the predictions of many
well informsd persons who, in their
imagination saw lines of feverish
pay Windepositors at
dows anxious to again return ttfeir
savings to the boot-le- g
and body-bel- t
depositories whence they came
before intrusted to Uncle Sam.
But the forecasters failed to reckon on the absolute confidence of
the American citizen, regardless of
the Hag that first met his eyes, in
the ability and pnrpose of the government to carry out its obligations, not only among the nations
of the earth, but with the humblest
citizen o! our land.
Two important results have followed; thousands of people, largely of foreign birth, accustomed to
send their savings abroad, are now
syspatrons of our postal-saving- s
tem; and enormous sums of actual
cash have tieen released for commercial uses among our own people at a time when the need for every available dollar is pressing.
The growth of postal savings in
the United States has been steady
and healthy and the system has
tilled an important gap between the
n
depository and. the factory

Democrats

tin-ca-

Opportunity Now
Trouble In War Zone Give Tillers Of
Soil Unequalled Chance To Do
Some Profitable Farming.
The following article is in part a
communication from S. H- Velie,
president of John Deere Plow Co.,
and is an authoritative statement
that will be of much interest to
farmers and others:
A war of such tremendous scope
as that which is now being fought
out in Europe would necessarily
shake the finances of the world to

their foundations. The readjustment that will be necessary in the
marketing of the world's products
is rapidlv going on at this time,
and should this war continue for
several months longer conditions
will undoubtedly adjust themselves
so that the laws of supply and demand may be carried out.
Three of these countries that are
at war have been amongst the largest exporters in the world, and have
also been amongst the largest im
porters of food stuffs of any other
nations in the world. Inasmuch
as so many millions of their pro
ducers have now become destroy
ers and consumers it is woolly beyond their utmost resources tocare
for their former export trade and
this trade, at least, a large share of
it, must be taken care of by those
neutral nations who are prepared
By direction of 'District Attoror who can prepare themselves to
ney Remley, Sheriff
Demetrio
do so.
Esquibel went to Santa Fe last
Inasmuch as our country is the
week and arrested and brought
back to Taos, Donaciano Gallegos largest neutral nation, and inascharged with rape. Gallegos had much as our resources are larger
been indicted by the federal grand than all other neutral nations comjury but Judge Pope had dismissed bined, it necessarily follows that
the case, holding chat although the we can consistently look forward
alleged crime was committed on to absorbing a very large proporIndian lands, the federal court had tion ol the export trade which will
no jurisdiction. Gallegos has giv- be lost bv England, France, GerIt also folen bonds for his appearance at the many and Belgium.
next term of the state district lows that these countries will look
to us for a considerable larger porcourt. Taos News.
tion of food stuffs than they have
in the past because of the great
falling
olí in production in their
Apache Indian
own countries.
Furthermore, as we are a large
Arrested On A
debtor-natio- n
to the countries
afor'esaid, it naturally follows that
Serious Charge they will want to convert their
holdings against us into the products that we have to sell them;
United States Commissioner M. namely, wheat, flour, corn, meats,
T. Dunleavy of Santa Fe, on Sat- horses and mules, and mpny lines
urday issued a warrant for the ar- of our manufactured products
rest of an Indian on a committ- which they will be unable to make
ment issued by United States Com- in sufficient quantities to take care
missioner Emmet Wirt at Dulce of the extraordinary demand which
on the J carilla Apache reservation has been occasioned by the abnormal destruction of such articles
in Rio Arriba county.
as
enter into army equipment of all
The charge against the Indian is
tor a most atrocious double crime, kinds.
murder of a Jicarilta'Apache worn
Our farmers should be encouran and a criminal assault upon a aged to use every effort to increase
e tbeir production per
less than 16 year old Jicarilla
acre, which is
girl. Tazil Montoya appears still lamentably low. The y should
as the prosecuting witness in the fettilize, till deeply and thoroughmurder charge and the warrant is ly, and avail themselves of every
for Tomasito Pansy, who is charg- possible improved method so that
ed with shooting and killing Tago they might come somewhere near
Montoya also a Jicarilla Apache the production per acre of such
woman. The deed is alleged lo countries as France, Germany and
Belgium.
Upon reliable authority
have been committed near Dulce.
Tomasito Pansy is also charged we are told that if our production
under oath by Cootaime Maria, an of winter wheat per acre in this
Apache girl under 16, with crimin- country in 1914 bad been as large
al assault upon her person, a crime per acre as the average production
which like murder, is punishable in the countries above mentioned,
with death under the federal sta- instead of raising 700 million bushtute. This charge is rather an un- els our production would have been
usual one among Indians.
nearer 3500 million bushels.
-
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Man Must

Face Grave

Charge; Taos

Apa-eh-

CIMARRON NEWS.
government to remove the Oermi
from the vessels, but Tarkey repl
that (his was a domestic question.

WESTERN WORLD

Means New Balkan War.
Meanwhile Turkey bis been under
surveillance by the Allies. Its action
in the present sttack on Russian sea
ports has not been explained, but it Is
possible that her Injection into the
war may bring to arms some of the
Balkan states which have up to the

WATCHESTURKISH
ACTIONS CLOSELY

TURKEY BACKS
DOWN IN WAR
GRAND VIZIER TENDER8 APOLOOV
BUT ALLI EP INSIST WARSHIPS
MUST BE DISMANTLED.

NAME GUTIERREZ

SIVE THANKS TO PEACE

THE CHARM

RULER OF MEXICO

'RESIDENT

ISSUES
THANKS
GIVING PROCLAMATION

FORMER GROCER ELECTED
BY
CONFERENCE AGAINST PFO
TEST OF CARRANZA.

.wells on American Freedom From
War, and Says Bountiful Crops
Feed All Who

OF MOTHERHOOD
Enhanced By Perfect Physical Health.

Need Food.
present remained quiescent.
Tbe experience of Motherhood is a try.
teg one to most women and marks disSultan's Move in Attack On Of the Balkan states, Servia and
tinctly an epoch in their Uvea. Not one
Montenegro already are taking part
Wo.iorn N.p.p.r fnlon Nrwt Servirá.
Russia May Cause Other
woman in a hundred la prepared or unIn the war. Servia having started It
Washington President Wilson to
FIGHTING
SELECTION A SURPRISE derstands how to properly care for herALONG AISNE lay issued a proclamation
Bulgaria and Rumania will stand to
Countries to Enter
designstlng
self. Of conreo nearly every woman
gether
Rusala,
with
If
believed,
is
both
Thursday,
28,
Nov.
as Thauksglvlng
European War.
nowadays haa medical treatment atsocb
helng opposed to Austria snd Turkey
lay
times, but many approach the experiWAS
APPOINTED
i.reece also will turn against the WRLlN CLAIMS ADVANCES BUT
PROVISIONAL
ence with aa organism unfitted for tha
The President's proclamation, which
Turka and the Greek navy will be of
LONDON BAYS ALLIES
GOVERNOR OF BAN LUIS POtrial of strength, and when it Is ever
refers to the fact that tbe I'nlted
assistance to the Allies, it Is
COAST FIGHT LULLS great
her system haa received a shock from
TOSI BY GEN. CARRANZA.
BLOCK ATTACKS.
States Is at peace while the rest of the
believed.
which it is hard to recover. Following
world Is at war, follows:
There also Is a probability of Italy
right upon this comes tbe nervous strain
being drawn Into the war as the result Wsslsrn Nrwapspor I'nlnn News
By the President of the United
Wtrn Nowspspsr Union Ncwa Servio.
8ervl
of caring for the child, and a distinct
Both German and Allies' Armies
of Turkey's latest move.
El Paso, Tex. The conference pf change in the mother results.
Ixndon, Nov. 3. In snite of the Sutes of America.
Tired They Are Unable to Conrevolutionary chiefs at Aguas Call
fact that Turkey has apologised for tbe
Lull lln Big Bsttle.
A proclamation:
There is nothing mora
tinue Struggle in North
It has long been the honored cus entes haa disregarded General Car a happy
me nettle of the Yser and the raid of warships on Russian seaports
and healthy mother of i
series of fights which has taken place in the Black Sea, Russia haa contin- tom of our people to turn in the fruit ransa's protest and elected Kulallo and indeed child birth under the right
France.
provisional
president
Gutierre?
Mex
of
ued
to
burl
an
army'
Mosagainst
ful
year
tbe
autumn
of
in praise and
the
along the whole front In Belgium and
conditions need be no hazard to health br
leo, according to offlcal report reach
I ranee appear, with the troops now lems In the South, snd the Triple En- thanksgiving to Almighty God for His
beauty.
The unexplalnable thing is)
border.
the
tente
iff
has
many
to
accept
refused
backthe
blessings and mercies to us as
exhausted, to have degenerated Into
Summary oj Events.)
all tha evidence of shattered
with
that,
was
provisional
appointed
Gutierres
down
of
the I'orte.
a nation. The year that Is now drawand broken health resulting from
nerves
I lost
iht i. s between Russia and numerous isolated attacks and counter
governor
of
PoSan
the
state
of
Luis
The Grand Vlzlar of Turkey haa ing to a close since we last observed
attacks, In which the gains and losses apologized,
an unprepared condition, and with amTurkey, which began when Turk are
on behalf of his govern- our day of national thanksgiving has tosí by Carranza at the beginning of ple time in which to prepare, women
equally
about
divided
between
the
ment, for tbe operations of the Turk- been, while a year of discipline be- tbe Constltutlonslist revolution. He will
ish cruixero bombarded two Rus-KÍa- combatants
persist in going blindly to the trial.
ish fleet under German commanders cause of tbe mighty forces of war and Is regarded, however, as more of a
Hlack se ports on Oet. 29,
On that part of the battle front
sympathizer
with
present
Every
In
Villa
woman at this time should rely
the
in
tbe
Black
Sea,
was
it
but
of
mated
change
which have disturbed tbe
are developing rapidly, according nearest the sea where the Germans
that the Porte must go world, also a year of special blessings controversy. Outlerres took the field opon Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
to official reports from Constanti have delivered repeated attacks with authoritatively
very much further than this before for us.
at tbe head of his troops, operating Compound, a most valuable tonic and
dally Increasing forces. In their effort
nople and Petrograd.
largely around Saltillo.
In vigorator of the female organism.
powers
or tbe Triple Entente will
the
It
hss
been
revouchsafed to us to
Iondon says that England and to make their way to Dunkirk and agree to
naming
of Gutierres as head of
The
friendly
resume
with
relations
peace,
main
at
with honor, and in
Greece have an agreement by which eventusllj to Calais, and where the tbe Ottomsn government.
In many homes
some part to suoeor the suffering and the convention of chiefs and acting once childless there
Greece will protect the Sues ranal, Allies have offered stubborn resist
of the nation came as
chief
executive
was disclosed In a statement Is- supply the needs of
it
those who are In
are now children beand Hritlsh troopa have been mobil- ance, there has been another day of
sued by the French government that want. We have been privileged by our a surprise. He previously had not cause of the fact
ized along the Egyptian frontier In comparative calm.
ben
as
possibility
mentioned
a
for
Turkey, in reply to a note presented own peace and
the
's
In some de- office.
that Lydia E.
anticipation of Turkey's action, for
Allies on Their Toes.
by Russia, France and England on Fri- gree to steady
and
the
Vegetable
counsels
several weeks.
new
The
president
comea
Mexico
day last, agreed to recall her fleet
of
Tbe situation
Constantinople reports that Turkish being carefully around Ia Basse Is from the Black Sea but refused to shape the hopes and purposes of a of the lower middle classes. Before Compound makes
watched. The Ger
day of fear and distress. Our people
women normal,
and Russian fleets clashed when the mans have adopted
became a revolutionist he waa a healthy and
tactics which dismiss the German officers from her have looked upon their own life as a be
etrong.
Turks started to steam through the proved so successful the Antwerp.
grocer.
ships,
was
dnd
it
believed
she
that
at
They
nation with deeper comprehension, a
Hosphorna Into the Black Sea. and are
In
voting
the
at
yon
convention
the
could
passive
a
not
want
attitude
maintain
special advice write to
If
apparently endeavoring
realization of their responsibili- Gutierres
that five Russian small warships were a wedge into the Allies byto drive without doing this, the ambassadors of fuller
received eighty-sivotes. Lydia E. Plnkham Medíais Co. (confias
ties
well
sheer
as
of
blessings,
and
their
sunk. Another report states that weight of gunfire.
North of Lille all the entente powers demanded their a keener sense of the moral and prac- His nearest competitor was Gen. Juan dential) Lynn, Mssg. Tear letter will
Turkish destroyers have sunk a Rus-ala- continues well though
tical signlflcsnce Of what their part Cabral, the Sonora commander, for fee opened, read and answered by a
the Germans passports und left Turkey.
gunboat and damaged four mer- have brought up powergul
woman ana neia in sine
overy
Is
to
There
believe
reason'
among the nations of the world may whom thirty of the delegates voted.
reserves.
chantmen in the port of Odessa.
Mexico stands today aa a country
The Belgians once more are In tbe ybat, despite the apology of tbe Grand come to be.
with two claimants of the
The United States State Department thick of the fray.
Vlsler, which it is understood comes
The hurtful effects of foreign war power. One of them, Kulalloexecutive
haa received word from the American
from tbe peace party in the Turkish In
Gutier
to
Germans
Renew
own
their
Attacks.
industrial and commercial res, named at the Aguas Callentes conconsul at Odessa that Turklah warmay not be adhered to by
Cabinet
and
There is every evidence, however, fi&ver Pasha, the minister
ships bombarded that port and damwar, and affairs have made them feel the more ference, was elected to serve only
that tbe Germans intend to renew his Young Turk followers,of France, folly and see the more clearly their twenty days, the shortest term of of
Nine times in ten when tha liver ia
aged American property.
right the stomach and bowels are right.
their attempt to force their way Russia and Great Britain not only will mutual Interdependence upon one an- fice In the history of any republic.
Russia Ready for Turks.
other and has stirred them to a helpthrough to Dunkirk. They are bring
The other. Venustlano Carranza, CARTER'S LITTLE
Russia has accepted Turaey'a par- ing up fresh men and more ammuni demand reparation for the warlike op- ful
such as they have sel- now in power at the national capital. LIVER PILLS
In
erations
of
Turkish
fleet
the
the
ticipation in the war in enthuslaatlc tion and guns, but at the same time
dom practiced before. They hare been has not
Jky
recognized Gutierres as sup- - gently but firmly c OlUH
faahlon, Petrograd dispatches atate. are taking the precaution to prepare Brack Sea. but will Insist that Tur quickened by a great moral stimula
planting him as choice of the conven pel a lazy liver v'm
any
Padtfdx:
key's
fleet,
or at
rate tbe tion. Their
entire
i
High government officials have de- a second Une of defense, should their
wnn
uw
unmistakable ardor for tion of chlefB which previously had re- do its duty.
Goeben, Breslau and Hami-dleCures Con--. .afl HflaSITTLE
peace, their earnest pity and disinclared that the Czar and bis advisers forward movement again meet with cruisers
tired Carranza and Villa, his political tinntion.
be put out of commission until
Is
welcome the opportunity to settle for defeat.
sympathy
terested
are
for
who
those
and military opponenta.
pa
after the war, Turkey's security bo- - suffering, their
digestion, mm ssj i
all time the entire Turkish question.
readiness to help and
The new attempt. It Is believed, will Ing guaranteed In the meantime.
Sick
Already steps have been taken to be made further inland, for the failure
to
reof
think
of
the
needs
others
has
Vesuvius Belches Lava aa People Pray. Headache.4
This would give Russia such superi
meet the situation. Orders have been of the first one was largely due to the ority in the Black Sea that there would vealed them to themselves as well as
and Distress After Eating.
Naples,
via
Rome.
Mount
Vesuvius
to
world.
the
sent to the Black Sea fleet to aeareh bombardment that the troops and ar- be no danger of Turkish raids. It la
Is again in eruption and the Inhabit- SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE,
nut and destroy the Turkish squad- tillery had to undergo from the Brit- suggested
Our crops will feed all who need ants in
of
also that
Genuine must bear Signature
its vicinity have become greatron now operatlnK against Crimean ish ana French warships off the coast the Turkish army would be demanded. food; the
of our peo- ly alarmed. On Sunday special prayple
and Caucasian ports. At the same of Belgium
amidst
most
the
serious anxieties ers were
which would mean that those troops
and processions of peoThis cessation of heavy fighting which have crossed the Egyptian fron and difficulties and the steadiness ple went made
time the troops which have been held
to favored shrines, aa a repeand- - resourcefulness of our business
in readiness for this expected eveut seems to have extended along the line tier must be withdrawn.
tition cf the disaster of l 906 waa
as far as Arras, and the result of It
will move shortly.
However, as the terms of Turkey's men will serve other nations as well titlon of the disaster of 1906 waa
PÁRkKR'8
all Is that the Germans, while they apology, which apparently was made as our own.
Comes as No Surprise.
HAIR BALSAM
feared. The activity of the volcano
Á .tolls! nupsisllua of msrll
have
heavy
suffered
The
country
business
the
and
losses
have
has
of
In London, have not been published
Turkey's entry Into the war ia not a
tlons and rumblings. This was folBslpstomdkats SaadraC.
similar punishment on the and must be considered by the entente been supplied with instrumentalities lowed by gigantic
surprise. Ever since hostilities start- Inflicted
columns of smoke
to Qit or Fodod HasrJ
Bwsutr
Allies, are farther away
commerce
the
of
and
with
world
from
the
the powers before the apology Is accepted
and soon thereafter an abundant eruped reports have cotne of the mobilizaFrench coast thuft they were at the or refused, there seems to be a long new channels of trade and inter- tion of lava
began.
tion of the sultan's army. Always they beginning
of the battle.
way to go before diplomatic relations course. The Panama canal has been
have been denied.
Asking a Lot.
Prepare
for
Winter
Campaign.
between the Ottoman government and opened to the commerce of the naGerman officers have been drilling
Golden Cycle Pays Large Dividend.
'How will you have your eggs, sir?"
The
tions.
two
of
continents
America
Is
There
not the slightest doubt the allies can be resumed.
the Ottoman soldiers for several
'Fresh." Boston Evening Trans
Cripple Creek. A dividend of JO
Meanwhile a report comes from Con have been bound In closer ties of
months. For several years it has been now thst the Germans are contemcript.
per
cents
share
friendship.
consecthe
eleventh
New
of
instrumentalities
known that the kaiser was aiding the plating active operations all winter. stantinople of the seizure of another international trade bave been
created utive monthly dividend made this year
sultan in his military preparations. Their troops have all been supplied Russian steamer and that Bulgaria, which will be also new InstrumenReal faith Is needed before a man
has been declared by the Golden
to
which
choose
heavy
has
asked
tbe
with
been
sheepskin
leg
overcoats,
The German military system was drill
talities of acquaintance, intercourse Cycle Mining Company. It is one of can buy a bottle of hair restorer of
fight,
on
which
side
i Kmgs and 8'oves. and reports received
would
she
had
ed into the Turklah soldiers and In the
and mutual service. Never before the largest dividends ever paid by a a bald hsaded druggist.
later Balkan war the German hand through Melgian sources say enor- commenced to mobilise her second have the people of the United States mining company. Tbe total amount
could be recognised In the movements mous quantities of winter supplies Une troops.
Cbarlty begins at home, whether the
under It aggregates IS0O.-00Martial law was proclaimed by been so situated for their own advan- distributed
have been stored at the base In the
of the Turkish army.
Tbe dividend, which is the
home needB it or not.
Great Britain throughout Egypt. As tage or the advantage of their neighvicinity of Aix . Chsppelle.
Issued by Ihe company since
British Warned Turkey.
official notification by tbe British bors or so equipped to serve themRussians Advancing Again.
its Incorporation, brings the total paid
It has been said that Germany supcharge d'affaires at Cairo was deliv- selves and mankind.
out to stockholders during the year up
The entire
Russian army ia ered to American diplomatic agents
plied the Ottoman government with
Now, therefore, I, Woodrow
Wilto $780,000.
son.
large sums of money. Great Britain again advancing against the
of
President
the
of
United
Stales
there.
forces.
Advices
from
America,
do
hereby
designate
off,
Turkey
keep
to
Thurs
warned
and recent
On orders from Londoo. the cam
Two Men Save Drowning Pair.
of November
advices from Constantinople indicated the front indlcste thst the Austrlsn mander-ln-chieof the British forces day, the twenty-sixtIn
troops
Galicia
heing
are
enveloped
Guernsey. Wyo. Swept from a wagthat Turkey intended to maintain her
ook command of the general situa next, as a day of thanksgiving and
the choicest gives you
by the Russian left, while the Rus tion, with
neutrality.
orders to suppress all out prayer and invite the people through- on Into the deep channel of the North
out tbe land to cease from their Platte river, Mrs. Homer Baxter and the excellence of FATIMA
L'nder stress of pursuit by Hritish sian center and right are driving the breaks.
baby were rescued
wsrships, the German cruisers Goeben Germans back upon their advanced
Tbe German cruiser Karlsruhe haa wonted occupations and In their sev- her
Turkish-blen- d
Cigarettes!
snd Mreslau early in the war took lines of defense inside of the East added three more British steamer to eral homes and places of worship ren- unconscious by Fred Baxter and
more
a
rrunsia
Almighty
frontier.
Charles
Alter
to
than
thanks
God.
If you cannot secure Fatuna Centra
der
Rlbelett.
her list af captures in the At km: ic.
refuse at Constantinople They were
your dealer, we ivW be pleased to Mustfrom
you
In witness whereof I have hereunto
purchased by Turkey, but the German week of fighting along the San liver
three Packages postpaid on receipt of 50c.
Armored
Used.
Trains
New
the
begun
now
Austrlans
Haven
hsve
to re
Address Fsuau Do.. líTñhk Aro.. Now Trk.N.V.
Directors Indicted.
sat my band and caused the seal of
officers and crews were retained.
Berlin. Fighting on the northwestNew Haven. Criminal Indictments
the United States to be affixed.
they sallied forth, and a warning treat from the southern section.
.a'
"Distinctively Individual"
ern flank is now of a particularly savAdmit Russian Victory.
was Issued by Russia that should the
Done at the city of Washington this were retunfed by the United States
age
A
proportwenty-ongrand
German
The
Jury
character.
considerable
against
end
troops
Austrian
in
directRussian warships meet these two
twenty-eightday of October, in tbe
ol&frfljKyVufctaccoOr.
Poland, according to an official an tion of the wounded suffer from bayoors and former directors of the New
cruisers they would open Are.
year
one
Our
Lord,
of
thousand,
alas
pass
thrusts,
comwhich often
Fork. New Haven sr
have net
Railroad
The former German warships have nouncement Issued in Berlin,
hundred and fourteen and of the Company, including Hartford
William Rockeproved a riuse of irritation through- been forced to withdraw before fresh pletely through parts of the bodies of
independence
of
United
the
States of feller, Theodore N. Vail, Oeorge F.
the men.
out I lie last few weeks to the Allies, Russian forces, advanclrg from
Waraaw and Novogeorgievsk,
The Germans along wide stretches America the one hundred sod thirty-ninth- . Baker, William Skinner and Charles P.
and Grest llritaln aaked tbe Ottoman
after having repulsed all former Rus- of the battle front of northern France
Brooker and John L. BUlard. The indictments chsrge conspiracy In viola
sian attacks.
(Signed) WOODROW WJI.SON.
have removed the civilian population,
GENERAL KONDRATOVICH
tlon of the sin irm i anti-trus- t
By the President
law tt
thereby stopping the enemy's main
Will This Country HelpT
monopolise commerce.
Reports to the Belgian legstlon at sources of information. The hostile
ROBERT LANSING,
Washington of the miserable condi- artillery which In the earlier strugActing Secretary of State.
Wllon Aldee Think He Will Run.
tions among the Inhabitants of the gles along the Alsne showed a cercaptured country, whose fields snd tain superiority in Its firm, as a reWashington. On the eve of the conChow Potatoes From Banner Field. gressional election It became known
storehouses have been ravaged and sult of 1Mb Information, la now workDenver. A box of assorted potatoes .that men close to President Wilson
laid waste by four armies, have ing to less advantage.
prompted the Belgian minister, Mr.
The Germans are making much use from a field which in some sections are working on the understanding that
Havenlth, to redouble his efforts to of armored trains, particularly in as- produced 400 bushels to the acre, and he will be a candidate in 1916, despite
obtain funds in the United States for certaining how far tbe railroads ara which were grown In Moffat county bis own silence on the subject and
the relief of his destitute people.
that they have begun preparations for
In operation Into hostile districts and In a district where
there are 600,000 the
campaign.
Open Wsy for Belgian Relief.
in bringing up supplies of ammunition acres of stata land and 1,000,000
acres
As a result of the urgent represen-tstion- s and
provlsiohs through dangerous under
Caray
act,
the
were
In
received
Wilson Received Farm Boya
made to the foreign office by country. These trains in many reDenver from Walter Bpencer,
W. H. I'age. the American ambasss-dor- , spects are superior to armored autoWashington. President Wilson reCraig.
Potatoes
at
of all sixes,
twenty-fivthe British government has given mobiles.
high school agrithose available for seed and table use, ceived
its permission for tha raising of tbe
The progress of the battle along tha were la the shipment. Some of them cultural club winners from California.
Mr.
existing embsrgo for foodstuffs to the northern French front Is regarded here were eight
complimented the farm
nine Inches In length boys Wilson
on their achievements.
extent of allowing ships to depart for as highly favorable. A report that the and of equal and
proportions In girth
is constantly growing ia favor because it
Holland with a quarter of a million French have been thrown back across
Does Not Stick to the Iron
Chaffee Funeral at Washington.
dollars' worth of food bought by the the Alnse at a point near Solssons and
American committee for the relief of that the operations have extended to To Hsar Ogden Gateway Case Nov. 17.
Loa Angeles. Tbe body of Lieut snd it will not injure the finest fabric For
lauu.lry purpose sit ass no eaasL lies.
Denver. Tbe Interstate Commerce Oen. Adna R. Chaffee, who died at
Belgium.
the eastern front around Verdun is
his
i J more stares far l
Japsn to Enlarge Forcea
considered the best news received Commissi jn will begin taking testi- home here, after an lllneas of two rwcuteiwc
At a meeting of party leaders la here from tha front for some time mony in this city on Nov. 17, in the weeks, started on the funeral journey DEFIANCE STARCH CO..
case of the Union Pacific system, to Washington, where tbe burial in
Japan. Premier Okuma delivered an past.
the Oregon Short Une at- Arlington cemetery will take place.
address urging tbe Immediate ex pan
Letters from the front describa tha wherein
slon of the Japan aaa army and navy fighting between N leu port and Yprea tempted to close the Ogden gateway
to traffic rrom and to points on its
Denver Man Acting Treasury Chief.
in order to enable the Imperial go
as probably the fiercest that haa ocHAVE YOU ANY?
ernment to act quickly In tha event curred sluce the commencement of the lines via the Denver & Rio Granda and
Washington. Owing to other offiMidland road. Notices to cials being away, electioneering, AsWMTS US.
General Kondratovlch Is s Russian of an emergency. It la expected that war. The Germans are said to have Colorado
commander who hae wen the order tha new budget, to be Introduced forced their way southward by repeat- that effect have been received by all sistant Secretary William P. Melburn
soon, sftll contala tbe largest military ed night attacks. The toll of death on parties concerned. It is expected that of Denver waa acting head of the
of St. Oeorge by his energy and
aa w. south watcm eta.
tha hearing will bring a large number Treasury Department.
fund Japan haa known since tha war both sides is
ability In the fighting with the
of traffic officials to this city.
with Russia.
and Austrlans.
W. N. U, DBNVKR, NO.
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CIMARRON

NEWS.

FOREIGN,

LATEST NEWS

E.P.&S.W.

STATE NEWS

rhe Athaga correspondent of the
London TelegTrtph confirms the report
OF INTEREST TO ALL
that the Russian ambassador to Tur
NEW MEXICO
key has left Constantinople.
PEOPLE
The Canadian government placed an
embargo dn the exportation to any
FROM TELEGRAPHIC REPORTS country at Wftr with Great Britain of Wfntarn Nawapapar Union Nawe Rarvl.'.
any articles which will be of use to
i
ii it - for OOaiMG
THAT COVER THE WEEK'S
Nov.
Masting Stat
Teachers"
them In prosecuting the war.
VENTE.
Association at Albuquerque.
Since the close of the wool auctions
A new $600,000 hotel has been comOct. 10 in London demand for wool
has been keener than ever. Brokers pleted at Santa Fé.
in London, however, are not selling
OF MOST
A heavy snow fell In Cloudoroft on
wool willingly, preferring to wait until the 2Srd of last month.
the next auctions.
The first car load of beans was
It Is announced that when parlia- shipped from Nolan by S. A. Taylor.
KEEPING THE READER POSTED
ment reassembles on Nov. 11 Premier
Roswell poultrymen organized an
ON MOST IMPORTANT
As'qulth will move a vote for another
and then held a banquet.
association
$500,000,000 oc account oMhe war. A
CURRENT TOPICS.
L. L. Burkhead
succeeds W. J.
similar amount was voted in August,
of whloh $S50,noo,000 are already gone. Hutchinson as postmaster at ColumWaatarn Nwpitir Union Newa PwtI
bus.
Treasury
anThe
Department
WESTERN.
The general store of Kilns Clark, at
nounces that the New York banks
Alcalde, a few miles beyond Chnmlta,
papers
holding
an
granted
the
have
The death list in the mine disaster
extension of time on the $1,000,000 In- was destroyed by fire.
.
near Royalton, I1L, is placed at
The Intermotintain rate hearing beterest due on the bonded indebtedness
of the national railways of Mexi- fore the Interstate Commerce CommishurWilliam Garcia, ft Mexican, was
sion has been set for Nov. 23.
co.
ried to the county Jail at Ventura to
The Roswell drainage district has
agency
The
prisonfor
International
save him from citizens after he had
ers of war at Berne, Switzerland, is in Its troubles, and finally ended In cuthot three Oxnard, Cal., policemen.
every flay of almost 10,000 let- ting down the bond issue from $250,-00Jerome D. .Thralls, manager of the receipt
to $200,000.
making
Inquiry concerning pristers
as
Kansas City Clearing House,
I. ope, fell off the Santa Fé
oners
800
inforsupplying
and
Juan
letters
chosen cashier and secertary of the
soldiers in the rnilway bridge over the Cimarron
federal reserve bank in Kansas City. mation concerning
hands of the enemy.
river, at Its highest point at Springer,
George W. Cooley, Wisconsin state
Forty-twpieces of tapestry of great and was seriously injured.
highway commissioner, was elected
The school census of New Mexico
president of the Northwestern Road value were saved from the Rhelma
Congress at the convention of that or- cathedral, Including seventeen pieces lor 1914 will likely reach 103.000 to
representing the history of Christ, by 104,000 indicating that the population
ganization in Milwaukee.
The United States navy department Daniel Peppersock, a gift from Henri of New Mexico Is about 360.000.
archbishop of
The first of the large cattle shiphas placed orders for six engines for of Lorraine, who was1G41,
Rhelma from 1629 to
and seven- ments to be made from Cimarron this
Ensubmarines with the Busch-Dlese- l
gine company of St. Louis. The con- teen pieces representing the Ufe of the season took place Saturday when the
Holy Virgin, given In 1530 by Robert Urraca ranch shipped 2,00 steers.
tract Is worth more than $260,000.
do Lenoncourt, archbishop of Rhelms.
State Engineer French approved waFederal Judge Youman issued a There were among them also two
venire for ft federal grand jury to meet pieces, considered the best produced ter application No. 890 of D. C. McMII
at Port Smith, Ark., to Investigate. It by the Gobelin manufactory, repre- len of Silver City for one second foot
from Mangas Creek to irrigate sevenIs said, the assault on Prairie Creek senting
the Acts of the Apostles.
ty acres.
mine near there by a party of armed
A regular Indian Invasion is remot..
SPORT.
ported by a citizen of Aragón to Came
Power to appoint delegates to the
and Fish Warden Trinidad C. da Haca.
national convention was taken from
University of Pennsylvania foot The Aragonlan is worried about the
the president in a resolution hurriedly ballTheteam
defeated Swarthmore col- slaughter of deer.
adopted in the closing minutes of the lege
Franklin field in Philadelphia
Mrs. Helen Van Norman, who spent
convention of the Illinois Equal Suf- by on
a score of 40 to (!.
frage association at Chicago.
the winter nt Santa Fé, has sued her
In a brilliant exhibition of gamenees husband. Stanley C. Van Norman, for
An order of $150,000 for 6,000 art I!
lcry saddles was received by a St. Wisconsin held Chicago to a scoreless divorce, alleging desertion, abandonPaul, Minn., concern from a Chicago tie in a critical battle for the big nine ment and
A- - six dayB
trip by auto over the
firm, and is said to be part of a $7,. championship at Madtoon.
Princeton and Williams met In foot- roads of the southern counties of New
000,000 order that will be placed for
ball at Princeton and the game re- Mexico convinces State
Engineer
20,000 full sets of artillery harness.
The first shipment of 3,000 horses sulted In 7 to 7 tie, the Tigers scor- James A. French that they are stand
purchased for use in the European ing their touchdown and goal with only Ing up, despite recent rains.
war by representatives of the allied two minutes to play.
Even a convict must pay a road
Pueblo defeated Denver In the first tax. So says Attorney General Frank
urmles was made from Port Worth,
bowling W. Clancy in an opinion addressed to
of a series of tnter-cltTex. The horses were sent to Montreal, Canada. Other shipments will matches at Pueblo by a strong finish. J. B. McManus, superintendent of the
The score for three games was: New Mexico state penitentiary.
be made at regular intervals.
Pueblo 2,726, Denver 2,687.
A decrease of $1,623,5."1 Is shown In
Sofia Papndomanolaki decided to
Outgamed two to one at straight change her name, and so Clerk Boyle
the gross earnings of the Chicago,
llurllngtou & Quincy road for the fia football, their line battered by the of Raton granted a marriage license
cal year ending June 30, 1914, accord- most formidable offense that Colorado entitling her to become Mrs. Em an
ing to the annual report made public college has mustered In years, the Uni ouel Makridakin, of Van Houten.
at Chicago. The gross earnings were versity of Colorado won the breaks In
A. L. Await, county clerk of Curry
$92,760,934, as compared with $94,374,-48the Colorado Springs game and with county, was found guilty of the charge
victory.
for 1913.
them a
of the unlawful use of money by a
An order for 15,000,000 pounds of
William Heth, a flyer for the Berger Jury of twelve men in less than twen
canned meat valued at $l,.rj00,000 and Aviation company, carrying a passen- ty minutes after the Jury had retired
designed for the use of warring Euro- ger, soared several thousand feet
Robert, the ten year old son of Supean nations, has been received and above the heads of a crowd at the City perintendent T. Tinsley of Dawson,
Is being flllod by an Oklahoma City park race track In Denver, circled had his brains
dashed out against
Additional orders over the business district and landed stones, when a pet family horse which
packing company.
for dry salt pork have been received, safely at his hangar In the infield half he was riding took fright, throwing
the demand being greater thftn the an hour later.
him.
present supply.
The motion picture film takeu at
Harvard defeated Michigan by a
Vegas
W. J. Allen, 41, ft cowboy, who went score of 7 to 0 at Cambridge in a loot the Normal University at
to Denver recently from Casper, Wyo., ball game almost devoid of spectacular by the exposition commission, will be
was arrested by City Herder Arthur play and confined to conservative at- exhibited at Albuquerque during the
Wachter, charged with stealing six tack and defense. Some 25,000 specta- educational convention, Thanksgiving
blank cheeky from the mulls and cash- tors witmessed sixty minutes of
week.
ing one for $1,000 and another for $450.
Referee K. A. Johnston at the court
scrimmage, in which straight
The checks were sent to Denver by football predominated throughout.
house in Santa Fe sold the five unpatIouli Rosenbaum, a merchant of Casented mining claims and 100 acres of
per. They were signed but were left
patented ground of the Bonaventura
GENERAL.
blank.
an execution sale
Mining Company-a- t
in the case of P. B. Tolles et al vs.
11.
A.
Pittsburg
was
Klbler
of
electWASHINGTON.
The American Gold Copper Mining
ed president of the American Hardet al to
and Smelting Company,
The Interstate Commerce Commis- ware Manufacturers' association at the George Helnemun of Kansas City and
sion suspended until Jan. 29 an ad- closing session of Its convention at A. P. Towne of Cerrillos. The claims
vance In passeuger fures proposed by Atlanta City, N. J.
carry coppergold ore and are consida Isrge number of Western railways.
It was reported at Jersey City, N J., ered quite valuable.
George E. Roberts, who resigned as that criminal indictments had been
alfalrtesta had a largely-attendedirector of the mint, announced that voted by the Hudson county grand fa festival.
he is to become assistant to the presi- Jury against the Standard Oil comA permit was issued by the state
dent of the National City Bank of New pany, which have been engaged In a game warden to Willlum H. Bartlett,
gasoline
on
rate
war
in
Hudson and u
York.
rancher of the Vennejo
Copper shipments hereufter will be Essex counties within the last few Park country In Colfax county, to
considered absolute contraband of war months.
capture twelve live beaver for display
"The uiied States needs a larger at the Sun Francisco exposition next
by the British government, according
avy.
Battleships are cheaper than year.
to the revised contraband list cabled
battles," declared George von L
to the state department by Ambassa
The Santa Fe Company has about
Meyer, former secretary of the navy. completed work on the railroad right
dor Page from Loudou.
George B. Roberts of Port Dodge, In an address before the City Club In of way between Raton and the tunnel
Iowa, director of the mint, has re Boston. "It's a fool's paradise to talk at the summit of Raton Haas some of
slgued.
It was announced at the about preventing war when, by lack the most expensive and extensive improvement work done on the road in
Treasury Department that the reslg of defense, we Invite invasion."
Shortly after an Indictment charging New Mexico.
nation would be effective when Vac
him with fraudulent use of the malls,
cepted by President Wilson.
New Mexico's beautiful and comprehensive display of mineral products
Tests of storage baft orlas designed In connection with the alleged
by Thomas A. Edison for use In sub 000,000 de luxe book swindle, was will lie ready for shipment to the state
exmarine croft to elimínate danger of quashed in the Federal District Court building at the
suffocation by gases generated by bat at New York, Samuel T. Warfleld was position at San Diego by Nov. 20, acferies now used will be concluded arrested on a charge of grand lurceny. cording to President F. A. Joues of the
New Mexico 8chool of Mines.
within a month at the New York naw He was released on $5,000 bail.
yard.
Why the liner Nleuw Amsterdam
son uf
lames llrowu, twenty-tour- ,
Inspector Brown, who was arPlymouth
on
was
lit
last
Cattle
her
contaken
holding
"booking"
ft
for
Plans
vention In Chicago early In 1916 wen1 trip from New York, when she was rested at Albuquerque by Chief of Pomade at the concluding meeting of the bound for Rotterdam, was explained lice McMIIIIn on a warrant Issued
confereii' e lnatigua rating the cam- at her offices an her arrival at New against him for Illicit relationship with
York. They said the vessel carried a Dawson woman, was taken to Raton
paign to raise during 1916 $5,000,000
for the xupport of retired ministers of 1,400 barrels of oil which the British and lodged in the county Jail, ponding
authorities diverted to their own uses. n preliminary hearing.
the Methodist Episcopal church.
News has been received from Washneeded in the postof-ftrAn tee box
Claims for reparation on Illegal
ington thnt l'asqual Martines, uutll reas a result of the
charges exacted by transcontinental
service, undertaken by the parcel cently private secretary to Represen
railroads for switching cars in Los An
geles and San Francisco which are ex- post. Daniel A. Campbell, postmaster, tative Fergusson but now' post master
pected tp aggregate tens of thousands ftt Chicago, opened negotiations with at Taos, is slated for the diplomatic
of dollars ore being filed with the in the, department at Washington for per- service and that he Will likely go to
terstate commerce cominhtslou. The mission to install a refrigeration plant one of the Latin American republics.
A former Santa
Fean in Socorro
association Jobbers of Los Angeles in the basement of the federal buildfiled cliims amounting to more than ing to provide a means of storing per- county bus written the game and fish
$20,000.
ishable good:t until they can be deliv- warden that no fewer than twenty
hunters from Texas have come into
jar ered.
New Mexico, armed to the teeth to
JhiOne
hundred
thousand
Inhabitants
siocaya
unlou
autluuu the
kill deer, and be asks that deputies
aco
shipment
facing
are
Jerusalem
starvation,
prcent
of
cago to
they take out the
see
AmeriBdelman,
to
cording
Samuel
cept for immediate slaught
licenses at $25 per.
can vice consul
in that city.
of foot and mouth disease.
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OPERATIONS AS TO MAKING CAKES

NEW MEXICO SHOWN
NUAL REPORT.

BY AN.

Prosperous Year Shown by Figures
Two Minions Expended .on Lines
East and West of El Paso.
Wmarn

rnlnn Newa Service.
The report received by

FROM DEPART-MENOF AGRICULTURE.

Waatem Ntwapapar t'nlon Niw Bervfea.

Cases Where Rendered Deef or Vsal
Fat May Be Substituted for Butter Introducing Variety Into
the Confections.

DENVER MARKETS.

Cattle.

i

Santa Fe
There are, generally speaking, only
the State Corporation Commissioners two kinds of cake made by the Ameri
from the Kl Paso A Southwestern can housewife; namely, sponge cakes
Railroad
Company which operates and butter cakes. The former neyer
Une
west of El Paso, and of the Bl have butter In them and are frequent
I'nso A. Southwestern Company, whloh ly raised entirely by means of eggs.
operates lines east of El Paso. Indi- The eggs usually provide the only
cate that the past year lias been a moisture used, but when eggs are exprosperous one on that railway sys pensive, economy sometimes demands
tem.
that water be added and baking powThe ratio of operating expenses to der used. In the latter kind, butter
revenues! of the Kl Paso & Southwestis generally used on account of Its
ern Ratlioad Company was 65.82 per flavor. Its effect on dough is to make
rent and Its lines In New Mexico It tender and brittle instead of tough
showed 59 17 per cent. The total rev- and elastic.
enues from transportation were
Sponge cakes are mixed differently
from freight, $1.651,566.04;
from butter cakes and should be
from paHHciiger business, $307.964.43;
baked in a cooler oven and about
from other than transportation
times as long.
one and
31.
The total operating revenues
The tests and rules for baking are
were $1,972,828.90.
the same for sponge cakes and bqtter
The company spent for mainten cakes.
ance of way, entire line, $616,797.80;
Gingerbread and other highly spiced
in New Mexico, $370,212.15;
mainten- cakes may be classed as
but.
ance of equipment, $466. 3372 ; in New ter cakes." but for economy's sake
Mexico. $221,727.83; general expenses, pure rendered beef or veal fat may
entire line. $124,334.16; In New Mexi- be substituted for butter bh the flavor
co. lW.4Xft.62; transportation expenses, of the fat will not be so evident as In
entire Hue, $1,321,138.38; in New Mex other kinds of cake.
ico, 1467,439.66,
under the
A cooky also conies
The total assets ore given at
class of "butter cakes." auy butter-cakwhich Is an increase of
recipe being applicable to cookies
f
$16,65 -- .3 7 over last year's assets.
the
to
If only
The total number Of passengers amount of milk called for Is used.
carried was 197,288; one mile, 16,255,-i"7- ; The dough should be rolled out on a
average distance per passenger floured board.
Cookies should bake
82.40 miles. The total revenue from In a slow oven for 8 to 10 minutes.
carrying passengers was $594,621.97.
Much variety can be made In cakes
The report of the Bl Paso & South- by Introducing fruits, nuts, spices or
western Company, on lines operated different flavoring extracts Into the
east or Kl Paso, indicates that the dough, or by using only the whites of
rstlo of expense to revenue was 69.19. eggs for white cakes, or a larger numThis company operates lines known as ber of yolks than whites for yeilow
tbe El Paso & Northeastern, the Kl cakes. Rrown sugar may be used for
Rock Island, the Dawson rail- dark fruit cake.
I'aso
way, the Alamogordo & Sacramento
Pastry flour will make lighter and
and the Burro more tender cake than standard flour
Mountain railway,
Mountain railroad. During the past If standard flour Is used take two
year the company leased 13.03 miles tablespoonfuls less for each cupful
of the Murro Mountain railroad and measured. In making cake only fine
3S.27 miles of the main line of the A. granulated or powdered sugar should
T. eV S. F. The company has assets be used as a rule. One the best of
of 141,528,569.01 which is a gain in as- these materials in any case should
sets of $774.252.33 over last year.
bo employed.
The total revenues for the past year
In preparing the pans for cake they
were $4.347.219.76 and the total oper Bhould be greased well with butter or
atlng expenses were $2,572,908.68;
lard or lined with paraffin paper.
leaving $1,774,311.08 net revenues.
Hrlght, new pans will not need to be
were
Mexico
Expenditures In New
for Bponge cakes and If left
buttered
way
the following: Maintenance of
unbuttered a more delicate crust is
and structures, $604,148.44; equipment formed.
$71t,7:i4.95; traffic, $100.396.58; transIf a wood or coal fire is used there
portation, $1,001,889.45, and general should be a small or moderate-sizeexpense. $153,739.26.
Are, but one that will last without
much addition through the baking.
Regulate the oven long enough beBig Sum for Land Leases.
Santa Fe. - Land Commissioner R. fore the cake Is to go in to have the
P. lirvlen has turned over to the state dampers adjusted as they are to rethe sum of $125,oOn repre- main throughout the baking If this
senting the past month s receipts is not done the dampers must be
from the leasing of state land to cat changed to regulate the heat during
tli'inen. The increasing popularity of the baking, and the cake will not be
the practice by cattlemen of running so well baked. Most cakes can be at
their flocks on leased lands Instead of once removed from the pan when
baked, but very rich cakes and dark
i lie open range Is shown by the steady
increase In receipts from this source. fruit cake will be liable to break unless allowed to stand about five minutes.
Indian War Veteran Dies st 106.
Albuquerque.
Juan Munlz, a veter
Nutmeat Bisque.
an of the Indian campaigns which
One pint scalded milk, one aud a
rendered the settlers of New Mexico quarter
cupfuls sugar, one egg. one
safe from the Apaches, died at the age
r
of 106. He never smoked or drans scant tablespoonful flour,
teaspoonful
quart
one
creum,
salt,
thin
longevity
to
Ills
that
and attributed
one tablespoonful vanilla, one
fart.
f
cupalmond extract,
ful of macaroons, almonds and peaMany Hunters Coming.
nuts. Mix the sugar, flour and salt
Santa Fe. Hunters are flocking to add the egg ( slightly beaten) and the
game
New Mexico, the home of big
scalded milk; cook in a double bo'ler
Judging by reports received by (ame 20 minutes, stirring
constantly st first;
and Fish Warden T. C. de Haca who cool, add
the cream, vanilla and alsays that many
licenses mond extract: stralnv and
color with
were Issued lately at l. - Cruces.
leaf green; add the macuroons broken
In small pieces, add nuts chopped fine
and freeze.
Verdict in Murder Case Reversed.
Sania Fe. The State Supreme
Dresden Oysters.
Court hunde, down an opinion in the
Chop two dozen large oysters with a
murder cases of Cipriano Garcia and
Francisco Garcia which were argued tablespoonful of melted butter, an unDie bulk of bread
recently on motion for a rehearing beaten egg,
Both Gardas were convicted of killing crumbs, a tablespoonful of parsley, and
Jose Rivera in Clayton April 13, 1913 a little onion Juice If liked. Season
and tbe Supreme Court affirmed the with salt and paprika, form into balls,
lower court. Testimony was Intro- and bake ten or fifteen minutes In a
duced to show that. Cipriano Careta hot oven, until the outside Is well
did the killing and that Francisco browned. Serve on half oyster shells
Garcia was found lying uucouscious with a parsley garnish.
on the floor at the time of the shoot
ing. In Its opinion now the Supreme
First Love Kisses.
Heat together the whites of two
Court affirms the decision of the
Add to these a teacupful of
lower court as lo Cipriano Garcia, and eggs.
reverses the lower court as to Fran sugar and stir until It Is .o thick It
will not slip from the spoon. Stir in
Cisco Garcia
three tablespoonfuls of grated cocoa-nutDrop teaspoonfuls of the mixGood School Exhibit.
ture on buttered paper and bake In a
SantaVé. Misa Manet to A. Meyers hot oven uutll light brown.
supervisor of Industrial education, announces thut i he manual training, do
For Those Who Wear Glasses.
mestlc science aud domestic art exTo prevent steam from settling on
conven
hibit at the State Kducatlonal
your eyeglasses, when out of doors In
tlon at Albuquerque, Nov. 23- - 25, will cold weather, rub both sides of the
ellipse anything heretofore hud In lenses with soap, afterward rubbing
thai line in tin- southwest.
the soap off with a soft oloth and
with tissue paper
Supervisor
Art and Music.
$3,-87- 8

one-fourt-

'

one-hal-

r

one-hal-

a-

Beef steers, corn fed, good
to choice
$7.5(607.78
v
Beef steers, corn fed, fair
to good"
6.757.25
Beef steers, grassers, good
to choice
7.00rd7.65
Beef steers, grassers, fair
to good
6.5047.00
Heifers, prime, corn fed . . 6.6007.00
Cows and heifers, corn fed,
good to choice
6.2506.75
Cows and heifers, corn fed
fair to good
5.75ííC25
Cows and heifers, grassers,
5.75(ir6.5ft
good to choice
Cows and heifers, grassers.
fair to good
6.0005.75
Cows and heifers, grassers,
common to fair
3.7504.75
Feeding cows
4.25 5.25
7.OO09.OO
Veal calves
Bulls
4.5O05.5O
BtagB
6.0006.50
Feeders and stockers, good
to choice
6.6507.40
Feeders and Blockers, fair
to good
6.0006.65
Feeders and stockers, com- ruon to fair
5.0006.00

......

Hods.
Good hogs

7.35

.

pol-hin-

of
Announcement is made
by President E L Enloe. bf the New
Mexico Normal school, of the election
of Miss Winnie B.TJel.ell of Lincoln,
Neb., as supervisor of art and music
at the normal.

.araba

6.5007.25

;
Ewes
Yearlings
Wethers
Feeder lambs, F.P.R
Feeder ewes, F.P.R,

4.2541)6.13
5.254D6.00

4.7506.26

6.257.0O
3.5004.26

Broi uing owes

4.60y6.QQ

Hay.
Price.)
Colo, upland, per ton
11.00012.00
upland,
per
ton 9.00010.00
Nebraska
Second bottom, Colorado
and Nebraska, per ton 8.50 0 9.5ft
Timothy, per ton
14.000 16.00
8.00
7.00
Alfalfa, por ton
13.00
South Park, choice, per ton.
San LuIb Valley, per ton.. 9.OO01U.OO
Gunnison Valley, per ton. .11.0041)12.00
Straw, per ton
3.500 4.00

tF.

O. B. Denver, Carload

0

Grain.

Wheat, choice milling,

Rye,
Idaho
Nebr.
Corn
Corn
Bran,

100 lbs.
100 lbft

Colo., bulk,

...162

126

oats, sacked
oats, sacked
chop, sack
In suck
Colo., per 100 lbs

1.60
,l"
1.4V

106

Flour.

Standard Colo , net

2.56

Dressed Poultry.
ess io
Couimiasiou.
19
Turkeys, fancy D. P
15
Turkeys, Old Toms
I

021
017
14

iKJice

Hens, large

16
B

heve, Ssanll
Broilers
Springs

9
18

Ducks
Geese

12

14

12
9

13
10

16

Hoosters

Live Poultry.
10
Commission.
.12

Iss
fnncy

Hens,

19

Hens, small
Broilers
Springs
Roosters

9
15
12
6

TuYkeys, in lb. or over
Ducks .
Geese

13

10
16
13

....15

0 177

13

14

11

012

Eggs.
Egga, graded No. 1, net. F.
O. B. Denver
Eggs, graded. No. 2, uet, P.
O. B.

26

Denver

18

Eggs, case count, less commission
6.40 0 7.50

Butter.
Elgin
Creameries, ex. Colo., lb. ..80
Creumeries. ex. East., lb. ..30
Creameries, 2d grade, lb ..
Process
Packing stock

31 Ik
31
31
Jfi

26
2$

FrJltT
Apples, Colo., new, box
Pears. Colo

75l.5U

1.2602.00

Vegetables.
Cabbaga,
Celery, Colo.,
.ei

cwt

do.

head, Colo., dos.
Colo., cwt

in-,-

Onions,

Potatoes, Colo

9001.16

MISCELLANEOUS

MARKETS.

Lead and Spaltsr.
Lead, $3.37Vi.

St.
$4.90

600 .76
200 .30
. . .250 .:.
1.001.25

04.96.

Loudon.
ounce.

--

-

Bar

spelter,

Silver 224d

per

Omaha Live Stock Quotations.
South Omaha. Hogs Heavy, $6.95
07.10; light, $7.0.'. 41)7.20; pigs, $6 500
J. M, bulk, $7.0oj7.10.
Cattle Native steers, $6.76010.50;
cows und heifers, $5.260 6.76; Western stesrs. $6.0008.25; Texas steers,
$6 6007.25; cows and heifers. $6.000
25; calves, $6.00i, 10.50.
Sheep m Yearlings,
$5.05 0 6.16;
wethers. $5.8806.80; lambs. $7.200
7.86.

Chicago Grain and Provision Prices.
Chicago. - Whea- t- No. 2 red, $1.110
To Curl Ostrich Feathers.
1.1244; No. 2 hard, $1.
12.
To curl an ostrich feather that has
Coin- - No. - yeliuw, 7307344c; No.
become damaged with rain, sprinkle 3 yellow, 72i 73c.
It thickly with common salt and shake
Oats -- No. 8 white, 4Sf4046Ac;
It before a bright fire until It Is dry. standard, 4714 480.
Rye No. 2, 94c.
This will bring the curl back Into It

lo0l.

0

--

again.

Gots Up in Smoke.
hire destroyed the IleTo Prevent Glass From Cracking.
saloon on Tenth street at
When pouring hot drinks Into
thin
The origin of the fire is glass, If a silver spoon Is placed Id
but It is presumed that It tbe glass first it will prevent
it from
precipitated from a defectivo flue
cracking.
Saloon
Cimarron,
gal Tender
this place.
not known,

0 7.50

Sheep.
I

one-thir-

Silver City.

C

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

EXPERT ADVICE

one-thir-

AT

L

.60.
00.

liftrd
Ribs

$10 65.
10.00.
$9.75

New York.
$8.89.

Molasses, $3 26;

centrt-fusm-

l.

The Cimarron News and Citizen
1'ublished' Every ThurHa
Kntered ai

93nl-cla-

Subscription $2.00
r September
3, 1910, at the postoffice
jnder the act of March j, 1879,"

i

v

DEATH

Year

R. SCHROKDEK.

DEFIED MODERN WAD

MS

at Cimarron

French Aviator Makes a
ous War Flight.

THE CIMARRON PUBLISHING COMPANY.
ALB.

IS

Peril- -

Death Dealt by Machines
ties Turn to Slaughter.

Bat- -

j

Owner
Oiapatch Bearer Telia Of Air Trip Wounded Officer Teila
Striking Story
From Parla With Order for Gen
of Horror Attendant Upon Pre-en- t
ral In the North Brought
Manner of Killing. In the
to Earth by Shot.
Great European Conflict.

Now For Business

IB

BsSh99 WssiziI

With the election over, it is now up to the American
IffiBSBH
people to devote their energies to meeting the business conLondon
Le Petit Journal
pub
Paris. In an Interview a wounded
ditions that confront them with their usual energy and ini- llshes
n description of the experience officer told a striking story of
the
tiative. Channels of trade are opening for every exporta- of a passenger on board an aeroplane terrible results of war with modern
time ot war. The start took plRce f.rms.
ble product aside from oil and cotton. The cotton market In
one gray dawn.
Hlan, the Bitot
"This Is not a war of men," he
will be better, but not good enough to absorb the crop on famous civilian aviator, clothed In aald;
"It la a war of matJhlnc. There
the
releather
armor
his
Is an appalling soullessness about It
hand. The bankers' pool will relieve the cotton grower to ceived the following oforders craft,
from his that Is Inhuman. Men turn handles
a great extent by advancing a reasonable amount on ware- captain:
nnd death files out In large bundles
"You will convey a passenger and That la what this battle has been. It
NO. 92
house receipts.
dispatches straight north to
is all really one battle on the Marne
Money soon will le plentiful for every legitimate en- Your orders are simply to get tin m nnd tho Aisne.
per uar t 7o
:x miart 7oc
quart $1.25
I" ' quart $1.00
You must take no risks en
there.
"No
even
can
conceive
one
what
terprise. When the new banking system becomes effective route. If the enemy brings you down,
the battle has been who has not seen rtaese
inks are a guaranteed product, it Hows freely, does not g"um
within a few days, it will release more than a half billion destroy both the dispatches and the the battlefield.
Men could never kill
aeroplane. If you get through to
one another by heaps and hecatombs.
and is made for a hiifh and drv climate. "It's All Write."
dollars now locked up in the vaults as reserve money. With go
at once to the general with your They would sicken at such wholesale
that amount of cash ready for loaning, the interest rate passenger, who will give him a ver- slnughtcr. Thoy would cry; 'V,'e ara Globe-WernicOffice Furniture and Supplies
Oood luck and 'quick' soldiers, not butchers.' A battlefield
will decline and all that any man will need to secure funds Isbalthemessage.
word."
should not be an abattoir.
The passenger's story continues:
will le what bankers regard as reasonably safe security.
Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved Sec
"Only machines Ingeniously
con"While the pilot was looking over structed to destroy men as locusta
Owing to the disturbed conditions securities naturally will his machine, I took my place with have to be destroyed when they
tional Book Cases and Unifiles
the dispatches between my legs and a sweep over fertile land, only autole scrutinized closely, but money will be plentiful.
carbine slung along the framework nn matic death dealers without heart,
At the highest prices known since the civil war, the either aide. The machine ran Jolting pity, or remorse could carpet the
farmer and the stockgrowcr has a ready market for every along the ground and rose percep- earth with the dead in this frightful
Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,
tibly In front of me. The pilot, lashed way."
ounce of produce he can spare. There will be an increas- to his seat,
sat motionless and atten
Another witness to the terrific
ing demand for manufactured goods in many lines, partic- tlve, regulating the course with little slaughter, which la not yet generally
movements of the levers.
realized, said that the Frénch shells Brushes,
etc., Carbons and
ularly textiles and farm machinery. The southern farmer
"We started directly north, tossed burst with terrific effect and tear legB
will put out comparatively little cotton, substituting corn a little by an east wind, which caught and arms to pieces. If the wound Is
ug under one wing.
In
head or stomach It la all over. writing
Papers, Manuscript Covers
and wheat therefore. Me will have market at high prices "Suddenly the pilot cut off the mo- Thisthesoldier
added:
quite true, too, that many
"It
for every pound of foodstuffs he can produce, and nearly tor, and nothing was audible except
the whistling of the wind through men have been found dead without
and Blank Legal Forms
all cotton land is adapted well to the growing of corn or the rigging of the aeroplane. He any wound. We find them as we gc
turned to me, pointed out some little over the fields of battle kneeling ot
wheat especially corn.
black smoke puffs far below ug, anil sitting In the trenches In a natural
will
acreage
next
be increased vastly signed to me to listen. Utit I could attitude juat as If they were still
The wheat
year,
nothing except the wind. Then alive Juat as they knelt or sat when
throughout the northwest, according to newspaper state- hear
the motor started again, and the a shell burst and in an instant
ments from that section, and it is probable that there will steady hum covered everything.
them with melinite fumes."
A Red CroBs nurse, a clever, bus!
grew
puffs
smoke
"The
and
nearer
in
in
both corn and wheat
be decided increases
the central more numerous. We tried to rise still nesslike Flench woman, who bad ex
and eastern states. Every bushel produced above local higher, when a great wind came and perience in the Balkan war, said:
"Germany must be one vast hospital
threw us to one side. The. ever reach
For Good, Up-to-da- te
Standard
consumption will have ready sale at large profit.
pilot righed us but another and more and France Is beginning to be the
same.
shock
terrible
Just
have
traveled from the
hurled us verticals
Next year will see the largest cash returns ever re
Merchandise in Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Dry
Atlantic const through the center ol
ceived by the American farmer, who in turn wiíl be able to up.rpdnvp bP(?an to faH Th(, ,mok(, France
Goods, Notions, Hats, Hillinery, Trunks, Furapd saw wounded everywhere
"Already beds are becoming scarce
buy from the American manufacturer. Just what that will and flashes were now quite near us.
niture, Carpets, Glass China, Wooden ahd Tin""d we Were thrown
wav
th.it though fortunately there are so many
mean to the prosperity of the country can be better under- - bv gTPai bla8ts of alr thisRt)11 weand
slightly
wounded,
is,
ware,
cleanly
Wall Paper, Drugs and Stationeryin
that
toried
that they recover quickly and
stood when it is known that tess than three per cent of! f hPad at full speed, i ing to th. Jured, room
AND
QUALITY
PRICES
GUARANTEED
make
for newcomers. Hut It
American trade is done with foreign countries.
j aWHltpd tne inevitable end. in brings home the Immensity of the
capable of thinking. Then suddenh struggle to see every available school
The producers .of the United States" will have a mo- -j calm
was restored. We had passed
institution and public hall turned lntc
nopoly of the American market, they will have a monopoly the danger zone and beneath as a hospital as well as every big rail
Mail Orders Promptly Attended To
way station and numberless private
a groat forest, cut here and
of th T.arin. Arrwrii-ntraóV thpv will furnish Asia And stretched
there with ravines.
houses."
"Hardly had we recovered a sense
Africa with goods heretofore bought from Europe.
of security than the danger reap-DAYS OF SEA CLIPPERS BACK
Taken all in all, next year should see the most general peared
In all Its horror.
As we left
prosperity ever khown to the American people. If New the zone of danger our
be
Eight Large Square Riggers Will Come
gan
over. The pilot, having
Under the Flag of United Statea
Mexico would have her part in that prosperity, she must done tohislistutmost
to right ui, cut off
Very Soon.
produce things for sale. No people ever can buy them- the motor and, half turning htajiead,
gazed towards our left wing, where a
Washington. Some of the romanee
selves rich. Albuquerque Journal.
j. W. Swearingen, Prop.
strip of torn canvas was streaming af
days
.
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Cimarron Transfer Co.

aerr-nlan-

the wind.
"At once our headlong decent began, ending with an abrupt landing In
a narrow glade. No one but that pilot
could have attempted so desperate a
maneuver with success.
"Calm, though
with face drawn
with anxiety, he Jumped to the earth,
shouting, Take your carbine while I
repair the damage.' and he set to
work to fasten a patch over the torn
wing. Quick.' he added, 'quick; if the
"Roches"
(Germans) come fire at
them. Then I will set the machine on
Are and we will make a run for It.'
"Soon we were In our places ready
to go. The propeller was started and
we rose, hut three horsemen at the
edge of the glade came towards us
at a mad pace and their height
seemed to grow a we approached.
"It seemed we never would rise
m
above thetll. hut aiw1Hat.lv
bound that carried us up almost ver
tically we passed above them, and
then again we were looking down on
a sea of troops at the edge of the forest. Smoke and gun flashes reappeared, but a sudden swerve enabled
u to regain the cover of the forest
and gain an altitude
"When we came out again, lost In
the aky. the guns had ceased to fire,
and descending slowly, we landed
within the French lines."
In

Whilst the election is over the shouting is heard from
the distance. The people showed their preference at the
polls for the Republican party,, not only in this state but
throughout the United States,' and by this they should
abide; it is to their interests to do so. It is useless to do
things that benefit but tew for any party. That's what
defeated the Republican party two years ago and the Democratic party last Tuesday. The voters are intelligent and
are ever awake to see what transpires within and without
the political arena. Political speeches have little or no
weight with the voters in this age; they read the papers
and form their own opinions and that's enough.
Mexico is doomed to have another war unless CarranVilla forget their troubles long enough to elect a
and
za
president. The peace question in Mexico will not be settled by warfare; it must be settled through another medium, that of education and intelligence. Mexico is deprived
of good schools and will be until it tears itself loose from
the clutches of that organization that would rule the
world if permitted to do so.
-

With federal troops dispatched to Arkansas to preserve order there remains but little doubt but what every
body has troubles of his own without courting more.

Memorials
Bordeaux,

Ready for Parla Entry".

France. The Petit fieronde has published a dispatch from
Verdun setting forth that French sol-dlers near that point found a vallar
belonging to a Prussian officer containing little Iron crosses strung on
black and white ribbons and benrinf
the Inscription "I8H1914." Tbeae or
sumably were to have been distributed
to Herman soldiers after the entry of
the Oerman army Into Paris.

I

If Mr ly looked like a watermelon in a dress suit
fore the c ection we'll let that the green is wore off.

be-

Not alone good roads but the produce to haul over
them are two essential things to upbuild the country.

of Ameriean clippers may
the
return, for Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury Peters has received word
that eight of the finest Bquare riggers
.in the Atlantic are coming under the
Stars and Stripes as soon as the de
tails can be arranged. The square rig
gers belong to Charles Hunt & Co. ot
Roston. They are used in the South
American trade, taking down lumbet
from North Atlantic ports to the Rlvei
Plate and bringing In return cargoei
of hides. The ships are of eteel con
traction and said to be the equal ol
any of their class In the world. At
present they sail under the Kngllsb

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and Ice
Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in Auto Truck at Reasonable Rates.
Phone 56

flag.

STANDS

OFF

5.000

GERMANS

Only Thirteen Survive After Fifty
Have Fought With Large Body
of Enemy.
On the Rattle Front, via Paris A
French lleutenunt, M. Verlln, Is the
hero of the day as the result of an
affair In which he was the main figure
The lieutenant and fifty men of Ml
company
were reconnolterlng ten
miles in advance of the main body on
the Olse river when they encountered
5,000 Germans.
The Frenchmen took
refuge In nearby woods and from this
shelter fired volleys until only thirteen
of their detachment remained alive
and of these four were wounded. The
party then crept away.
The Oermans hesitated to attack tin
woods for fear of a trap.

AEROPLANE,

HIT

Shells Cause

Fat cows, pigs and poultry are now more interesting
than all the political issues combined.
f
tobacco went into effect Sunday but
The war tax
sucking the' weed or pipe has not been neglected.
on

The going dry of Colorado will cause more than one
wet goods package to be carefully guarded.
the advance
The democratic press can pigeon-holwhich
was
victory
expected.
great
the
about
tide
e

i

Hrr 8ora

In Army.

London
Mrs M WIlklnB of New
lloud, Chatham, has aeven sons Herring In the army, one In the royal ma- rlnes and one In the Canadian field
artillery Her entire family Is erv-- ;
lug with the colora, as her husband
vaa called for service In the royal
fleet reserve.
Germans Shoot Along Ground.
Parla. Soldi.
from th.- front say
that one of the reasons why so many
of the British and French are wounded
in the ftet and leg la that the Hermans dig their trenches ao él n their
riflemen shoot rlisht along thu ground- -

ar- -

TIMES

Airship to Dance
High Over Army, But French
Aviator Retains Control.

London.

The

Daily

Mall's

on

Petro-gra- d

correspondent deuda a dsqrip-tio- n
by If, Polret, a French aviator
who Is serving with the Russian army,
of a flight over Ihe German position
accompanied by a staff captain.
I
rose to a height of 5.000 feet,"
Polret said. "Fighting was In full
swing. The captain with me already
had made some valuable observations,
when the German, noticing my
French machine, opened fire on it.
"A number of their bullets pierced
the wings of the aeroplane and the
others struck the stays. We still flew
Praise God and British Navy.
on. however, as it was necessary to
London
It was In the tearoom of a obtain
the exact position of the enemy
seaside golf club that this nappened
"Then the Oerman artillery began
Over the numerous voices that of a Their sheila
burst near the aeroplane
child's was heard, and th- little girl and each explosion
caused it to rock
was seen to be saying grace. Thli
"The captain was wounded In Unmuch of her prayer was heard: heal,
but continued to make ooserva
"PrafBe God and the Rritish navy foi
tlons. Finally
turned the machine
our nice tea. Amen. Rxcuse me."
and landed home sufely. I found ten
bullet marks and two fragments ot
No Divorce Law In Italy.
Miells in the machine."
Rome. There being no divorce law
In Italy, the custom has been for mer
Fiv Teeth to loin the Ar-ndesiring to untie the marriage knot
Londcii
Kn Ml
So mHiiy men
to become naturalized Hungarians who
to
with
eni:
in the armv have
Many took this step just before thi
been refuted
of de'eoMve
in
war brokn out and have slnci beep
teeth that fifty fraot'lran nnd Kngllsl
compelled to Join the army of thell
dentists have wluuteerecl their serv
new country.
ices to remede RCtKlltinrtl
Koch of
the flftv iMttata baa a
d to frent
Press at Great Disadvantage.
r
fre-without cost the
I'ftv men
Owing to the censorship, whosr physical 'condi'lnn Is xiich
that
French newspapers are printing each they will be MCteptrb'a
recruits
is
leading
other's
articles in order to fill when thi ir d titnl shortcomings are
1

All

TEN

I

I

Up tUvir empty

coluums.

-

MATKIN

SUPPLY COM'Y

Undertakers
Carry a full line

of

COFFINS and CASKETS
TELEPHONE 20
ClMAKKON,

N. M.

NOTKJK.
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture

io

Colfax county, whether lor the purpose of
hunting, fishing, pulling wild fruit, or cutting tire wood, or for any purpose whatsoever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
and all trespasaera will be prosecuted to
the lull extent of the law.
(Signed)
WILLIAM h'KKNCH.
lor W K. Land & Cattle Co.

$100

Reward, $100

The read, rs of this paper will be
Pleased to learn that thereiaat
faaaaa But acianos
E5Sa
S t"e
able to cure n all lu stages, and that la
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure la the only
positive cure now known
the medical
fraternity. Catarrh being atoconstitutional
disease, requires a constitutional
t.
Haifa Catarrh Cure
taken internally, acting directly uponis the
blood
and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease and giving the
patient strength by
building; up the constitution and asaistlng
nature In doing Ita work. The proprietors
have ao much faith In Ita curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars
for any case that It falla to cura. Bend
tor Hat of testimoníala
treat-nien-

Arss:
old by all

J. CHENEY ft CO., ToUSo,
Druggists, Tie.

a

Take Bail's family frlla far eoaaUaa.it,

bankers would not entertain the idea
x
of the loan.
Her majesty for some short time
was placed In the most embarrassed
position, for she could not obtain even
any ready money, a fairly plentiful
supply of which Is necessary to keen
the establishments at Marlborougl.
house and Sandrlnghnm going, and
IN
there
liabilities to tradespeople which. though there was no
actual legal obligation on the part oí
Royalty in England Reduced to Qtiene Alexandra to pay at once, pay
ment could not be withheld without
Penury by Vanished Funds.
giving rise to unpleasant gossip.
Prince Arthur Has Rich Wife.
Prince Arthur of Connaught has lot
EVEN
QUEEN FEELS PINCH an Income of about three thousand
five hundred dollnrs arising out of
money invested In Germany, which
King George Comet to Aid of Relative was settled on him by his maternal
grandfather. Th.ls was all the private
Too Poverty-stricketo Pay Hli
.
means the prince hnd before his
Grocery Bill Prince Arthur1
hut he got of course, an ImHa Rich Wife.
mense fortune with his wife, and
neither he nor the princess have suf
London. All because of the war. fered any special inconvenience b"
which aparee neither the high nor the the present financial disturbances.
lowly, aeveral minor royalties real
The Duke of
and
dent In England find themselves with Ootha. a first cousin f King George
In hailing distance of the poorhoust who has thrown In his lot with thf
as a result of bavin beet, deprived al German and Is fight Inn for his native
together of their Incomes and several country, has lost for the moment, n
of them actually would be In want but sum of about nine thousand dollar
for the fact that King George hat which he had banked In London an I
come to their assistance
Meanwhile payment of which has been refused ti
not only the king and queen them- the duke's agent In London.
selves but several of the other most
Kalaer Sella English Securities.
exalted members of the royal circle
Before the outbreak of the war the
have been hard lilt In a financial way kaiser was holder of a considerable
and at least one of them has been block cf English government stoc's
placed In a mightily embarrassing and and also of some British Industrl;
humlühting position.
shares and railroad stock. Over twr
Prince Christian's Income Gone.
months ago the kaiser. disposed of hi "
Prince and Princess Christian, fot holdings, which was assigned in trusexample, have had their entire private for the German emperor to the Prln
income which came from Oerman gov cess Henry of Rnttenberg. The orln
ernment annuities and money Invested cess, by the w ay. Is one of the wenltli
In German securities swept away Thr lest of foreign royalties In London
prince, however, a? the chief rangoi She will continue to receive the Inter
at Windsor, has a salary of $2.000 per est on It until the end of. the war,
annum and as such he also occupies when she will pass It back to the kal
Cumberland T.odge. one of the finest ser.
residences at Windsor In the klng't
King George derives practically all
gift, rent free.
his private Income from money n
It Is absolutely impossible for thf vested either In Vnglnnd or the colprince to keep up Ihfs establishment onies, and has not, therefore, suffered
on a Balary of only $2.000 a year any special los. bv the war, but It has
which would not be sufficient to pay necessitated many calls on hi purpe
the servants' wages. The prince and both In the way of helping his rein
his family before the war had an In lives at home aud In the subscriptions
come of about $14.000 per annum, and he has been called upan to give to
this has bow absolutely ceased, for II the various charitable funds for the
all came from Germany.
relief of distress The most
have, therefore
Prince Christian, like many othet dlnary economies
minor royalties In England, lived ur been made In the management of th"
to the last penr.y of his Income, and royal establishment.
Porridge and fruit form the regulai
when sudden financial pressure came
he had no resources of any sort to fall breakfast now at Buckingham palace
with eggs and bacon once a week and
back on. and tradesmen about Wind
sor. to many of whom the prince wai fish twice a week Meat has appeare-- l
In debt, refused to deliver the usual on the royal table only once a week
monthly orders without cash when since the outbreak of war. One way
and another the living expenses at
the prince could not pay.
King George came to his relative's Buckingham palace have been reduced
by nearly !i0 per cent.
a'ld and arranged with the tradespeo
pie at Windsor to supply Cumberlandlodge with necessaries in the way of BATTLE 7 NIGHTS OF HELL
food.
Queen's Brother In Bad Way.
Wounded French Soldiers Tell Story
Prince and rVtncess Alexander ol
of Horrors of Fighting With
Teck, who are notoriously among the
Almost No Sleep.
most Impecunious of royalties in Eng
land, have also lost practically all
Geoffrey Young, a corre
London
their private means through the war.
spondent. wires that the statements
The prince, who Is, of course, Queen of the wounded returning from the
Mary's brother, received an Income ol Atsne show the terrible nature of the
about four thousand dollars per annum fighting. All told practically the same
from Interest on mortgages on real story.
estate In North Germany, and the prin"It began at six o'clock with heavy
cess has about two thousand dollars shell lire," a soldier related to him
per annum from Oerman government "There was a short Interval at whle
:30 every day
It stopped at about
annuities.
Queen Mary has had to rorae from Then In the night often came the
time to time to the aid of her brother, charges, and one night I couldn't
but her majesty now has to support count them. It was awful kill, kill,
both him and the princess and their kill, and still they came on, Bhovlng
family altogether. The prince was one another over on to us."
appointed some little while back gov
No wan but had his story of com
ernor general of Canada, but It la un- rades on either side shot or smashed,
likely that his royal highness will go of the shock of shelU day after da
to Canada until the war is over.
and of the perpetual groaning of the
The prince and princess with their wounded as they "ay In the wet
family are now occupying a few rooms trenches,
"Seven days and nights of It and
at 8t. .lames palace They have but
two servant's and are living In the some nights only an hour's sleep; It
waa Just absolute bell."
plainest and simplest manner.
No one fovnd another word to do
Manuel In Straits.
scribe It, and the sight of the men
Of all royalties in England the
Muddied to the eyes
of Portugal and Queen Victoria bore It out.
his wife, have suffered most severely wet, often with blood caked on them,
many were suffering from the curl
In pocket by the war, and the royal
residence at Twickenham has been ous aphasia produced by continued
trouble and the concussion of sheVls
thrown luto utter confusion.
Some were daxed, and
The whole of the Income of the bursting.
from German speechless: some deafened, and yet no
queen waa derived
sources, and of course ceased, but that face wore the terrlbre animal war
did iiot amount to very much, not look.
more than a few hundreds a year. But
War Brings People to Church.
King Manuel, who had Inveated very
Manchester, England. Greatly Inlargely lately in Russian and French
securities, on the advice of his banker creased attendance at church services
Is one of the marked effects of the
In Paris, has for the moment been dewar noted by Manchester clergymen.
cona
whole
of
nearly
the
of
prived
paper
siderable income, excepting the inter- One of them In a Manchester large
est on some of his holdings in British says: "It Is surprising to see as
service
industrial concerns, which have de- an attendance at a week night
It Is the Inclined about 50 per cent In capital aa at a Sunday survlce.
stinct of those left at hene to find
value
fellowship at such times. But the outcirIn
Is
worse
far
The
Is
cumstances, as a matter of fact, than standing factor Is that the war
bringing us as a nation Into the preshe was at the time of the revolution ence of the realities
of Ufe and death."
in Portugal. He has no resources to
fall back on and no one to come to
103 Years Old; Would Enlist.
his aid
Petrograd A Crimean war veteian
Queen Alexandra Feels Pinch.
yeurs old,
Queen Alexandra has also felt the one hundred and three
tramped 100 mllea to Kostroma to ofresults of the war severely. Her ma- fer his servicea as a volunteer He Is
lt sty's extravagance and carelessness
of the "Iron men" of Russia and
about her money affairs are matters one
was
hale and hearty when he reached
good
a
deal of talk
that have caused
Kostroma. He proudly displayed
In the royal entourage of lute.
row of medals won in the Crimean
IMrlng the last season Queen Alexcampaign.
andra entertained In the most, elaborate und ooatly way at Marlborough
"The Roll of Honor."
house, and as a result plied up very
A London
London.
newspaper
'tMlderable liabilities; to pay these
heads ita columns riving brief sketches
it became necessary that she should
of officers killed and wounded in bat
overdraw her banking account for a tie "The roll
of honor," with the sec
sum of $2ii0,000; whtle arrangements Gild
the quotation from Kipling's
were beliu: made for this overdraft latestlinepoem,
"Who Dies If iJuluuu
the v ur broke out. and her malcstv's
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0ur Paper and Any One of These
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Clubs

$2.1

leading publish' rs of magazines have joined with us in one of the greatest subscription
ever put out in this country. Through this combination everybody will be able to get a
yearly subscription to three magazines in combination with our weekly paper at practically the price
of our paper alone. Q In this list you will find forty different periodicals formed Into thirty-fiv- e
different
clubs. Each club has 3 magazines, except one Special Club which has four magazines; some of these magazines sell for as much as $1 a year. They are all good and cover a large variety of choice reading matter,
including History, Music, Religion, Education, Fashions, Fancy Needlework, Illustrated Current Events,
Home Decorations, Fiction, Literature, Drama, Art, Science, Inventions, General Farming, Dairy Farming,
Live Stock, Vegetables, Frqit and Poultry.
On account of the splendid contract we have made vith the publishers of these magatines, we are able to give our readers

SEVERAL

Saxe-Cobur- g
c

1
Kimball
Dairy Farmei- -

I

choice of any one of the clubs In combination with our paper one year for $2.00. Just 25c more than the price of our paper alone.
This offer la made to everybody, if you have never subscribed to our paper before, we ask you to take advantage of this offer.
If you atea subscriber to our paper we ask you to renew so that you too, may get 3 magazines extra. Look over the list and select
the club you like best. Send your order today or give your order to our representative or call at our office when in town. If you
are now a subscriber to any of these magazines and want to renew just send your order to us and we will have your subscription
extended. If your subscription to our paper Is past due, we advise you to pay up and take advantage of this bargain. If you are in
the habit of buying your magazines through other channels, we ssk you to Justly compara cur clubs and prices with that of any
other tier you receive. You, no doubt, are now a subscriber to some of these periodicals. You can save money by sending your
renewal order to us. Here is a chance to get your home paper and a yearly supply of good reading at a real bargain. If you want
one or more of these magarines sent to different addresses, just mention it.
TELL ALL YOUR FRIENDS
I

I

I

McCall'a twlth fre pattern)
Farm Life
Everyday Life
CLUB No. 3
Woman's World
People. Popular Monthly
Gentlewoman
i

11

Hearth nnd Home
Farm Life
Housed. M Mag-ailn-

lilt

Fruit Grower

Today's (with free pattern)
Woman's World
Home Life

CLTJBNe.ll

Good Stories
Farm Life

Everyday Life

CLUB No. 13

No. 3

American Woman
Farm Life
Household Quest

GREENS

AND

CLUB Ne. 10

It No. 1

Green's Fruit Grower
Bveryday Life
Farm Life
CLUB Net. 1 3
Today's (with free pattern)
Prairie Farmer
Household Macastne

No.

CLUB N... S
Today's (with free pattern)
Farm Life
Household Magas Ine
N... e
Today's (with free pattern)
Everyday Life
Gentlewoman
CLUB No. 7
Fancywurk Magasine
Everyday Life
Woman's World
CLUB N... a
Farm and Fireside
Woman's World
Home Life

CI.UB No. IS
Today'a (with free pattern)
Gentlewoman
Home Life
CLUB No.

1.1 K No. 38
Fancywork Magazine
Oentlewoman
Today'a twlth free pattern)

1

ClaVn No. 3T
KnntaaClty Weekly Star

Successful Farming
Home Life
Bveryday Life
CLUB No. 20
Parmer's Wife
Home Life
Bveryday Life

Farm Life
Everyday Life

CLUB No. 38

Oentlewoman
Woman' World
Home Life
CLTTB No. 30
Kaneaa City Weekly Star
Kveryday Life
Home Li ie
CLUB No. SO
Southern Rurallat
Home Life
Gentlewoman
CLUB No. St
Farmer' Wkly Dl.patchtSt. Paul
Home Life
Farm Life

CLUB No. 31

Happy Hours
Farm Life
Oentlewoman

SPECIAL CLUB Same Price
Other
Poultry Item
Woman's World
Homo Life
Lito
farm

'ifu

CLUB No. 14

People's Popular Monthly
Farm Progress
Woman's World
CLUB N... 15
Poultry Item
Today'a (with free pattern)
Farm Lite
CLUB No. 16
Boys' Magasloe
Home 1. fa
Gentlewoman

CLUB No. 9

CLUB No. IT

Farm and Home
Woman's World
Household Guest

Kimball's Dairy Farmer
Home Life
Gentlewoman

......

NEIGHBORS ABOUT THIS BIG OFFER

CLITIl

X.

33

F'trm, Stock anti Horn
Woman World
Home Life
CLUB No. 33
Vegetable Grower
Today'a (with free pattern)
Everyday Life
No. 34
Woman'a World
Farm Life
Today'a (.with fre pattern)
No. 35
Woman'a Home Weekly
Womao'e World
Home Lite

CLUB No. S3

Rural Weekly (St. Paul)
Oentlewoman
Everyday Life

CLUB No. S3

ci.rn

American Home
Woman'a World
Qenttew oman

ci.rn

CLUB No. 34

McCall'a (with free pattern)
Kveryday Life
Household Queet
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MASKED GUNS TRICK GERMANS
French Soldiers Lure Them Up, Then
Open Fire, Killing Several
Thousand.
London.

A

Paris says:

Reuter dispatch from

"Wour.ded, who have arrived at
Montlucnn, give details of the siege
of Fort Troyon. near Verdun.
They
nay that while the Germans were bombarding the commander of the fort
did not reply. The enemy, believing
that the fort had been evacuated, approached In order to destroy a redoubt.
"The commander of the fort then
set Are to two cartloads of straw Inside the structure, and the German,
convinced that their shells had started the fire and that they could easily
take the pluce, advanced in close formation.
"The French suddenly unmasked
hc!r "Itraiilruaes, wnicn opened a
deadly fire. The number of Oerman
bodies abandoned on the slopes under
Fort Troyon Is estimated at 7,000."

Hallowe'en Was

NOTICE

AVISO

El traspasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
en el Candado do Colfax con la mira d
yaza, pezca, recoger fruta silvestre o corta! maeera seca o para cualesquieraotroe
fin sin permiso, se prohibe est rictameot

Is hereby given that the property of the
URRACA RANCH as defined by a deed
recorded July 21st. 1910, in the office of
the Recorder of Colfax county, New Mexico, on pages 478 aod following from Stanley McCormick to Geo. H. Webster, Jr.,
c equellos que asi traspasaren serán
al lleno de la ley.
has been created a Game and Fish Pre(Frimado)
serve
I'or
under licenses issued by the State
FRENCH,
WILLIAM
oí
The observance
Hallowe'en in
la Compnaia de Reces del W. S.
Game Warden of New Mexico, on July
Cimarron did not result in any connth, 1013, for a period or ten to years.
siderable damage to property, and
Under said license, all game quadrupeds,
those who arose
game birds and game fish become the proearlv Sunday
perty o( the owner and no fishing or hunt-iu- g
morning found a few outhouses upNOTICB
00 said Urraca Ranch will be permit-le- d
set, wagons and bnggies placed
under full penalty of law, without
linst doors, windows decorated,
written permission from the owner or his
sign boards obliterated and a few
All trespassing on the Urraca Ranch authorized agent.
property, in Colfax county, whether for the
other pranks performed.
No hunting permits will be isThe pranks played were not very purpose of bunting, fishing, gathering wild sued during the year 1414.
or cutting fire wood or any other purnumerous and not particularly cost-I- v fruit
Geo. H. Webstar, Jr.
pose whatsoever, without permission, is
to the owners of the property strictly prohibited, and all such trespass-serfoi led with.
Early in the evening
will be prosecuted to the full extent
tin youngsters bad a good time, of the law.
AVISO.
Ueo. II. Webster, Jr.
being on the streets within large

Observed By The

Young Generation

prose-cutad-

a

numberi with numerous jack o'
lanters made from the conventional pumpkin. Aside from the usBelgian War Machine Dashes Into
ual frolicsome pranks perpetrated FRENCH LOSS MOUNTS HIGH
Kaiser's Ranks, and Many
Are Killed.
the evening waa gloriously spent,
Three Hundred Thousand Slain and
although
unusual care was exercisWounded Up to and Including
cerrespondent
of
the
The
Battle of Mame.
Chronicle at Ghent says the Kelglitu ed to have poultry bouses securely
armored automobile, carrying a Max- locked at well as other out buildNew York
A letter received by a
im gun, has again accomplished a ings.
New York physician from a reputable
He says:
notable exploitMOTOR

A

GUN ROUTS GERMANS

"To the north of Most the armored
ear came suddenly around the cor. W. Turner
of E'town was a
ner and ran Into a party of Oerman
cavalry and cyclists. The cavalrymen pleasant business visitor in this
had dismounted ami the automobile's
city the first of the week. He regun annihilated most of them before
ports live stock to be in good conthey couhl remount.
"Then the car started in pursuit of dition at this time and sufficieAt
the cyclists, killin six. As they fled feed on hand for the winter months
along the road, dodging shots and taking shelter behind tries when possi- is in the stacks to feed when snow
ble, four others were wounded and covers the range.
teverul were captured.
"The commander of the car. Lieutenant Delhaix, returned to h' adquar-tfr- i
Free Shaves for Wounded.
with helmet, overcoats, saddlery
Petrograd. The Moscow barbers'
He carried a crew of
and cycles.
only four men. There are, however, guild has offered to shave and cut tun
always many volunteers for these ex-- , hair of wounded soldiers free of
hargo.
At Villi.. 1,600 cab driver
Unions. The flermans refer to the
offered tbelr servicea for transport ol
car us a land cruiser."
the wounded.

source In France contains the atar
tllng Information that the French
losses (killed, wounded and prisoners)
for the six weeks' fighting up to and
Including the battle of the Marne were
slightly over 300,000, perhaps S10.000
These losses are exclusive of the
British casualties, which, the writer
says, "have been fairly large In com
parlson to the small number of their
engaged army."
If credence may be placed In the
French atatementa that in most cases
the Oerman losses were larger than
those sustained by the French, It
would seem to be a fair estimate ol
the Oerman losses. In killed, wounded
and prisoners, for the sama six weeks
at close to B00.000 men In the western
theater of war alone, not taking Into
account their losses In the lighting
against the Russians.

El ttespasar sobre la propriedad del
rancho de la Urraca, en el Condado de
Colfxx sea ya con el fin de cazar poican o
recoger (ruta silvestre o cortar lena oi otro
fin cualesquiera sin permiso se prohiba
esirir.iame.ote. Y lodos aquellos quienes
traspasaren aeran proaeculados al pleno
exteoto de la ley.
Geo. H. Webster, Jr.

Grand Hotel

Re-Open-

ed

The Grand Hotel has been
and in the future
the dining room will be conducted at the same old rates.
Board $5.25: with room $7
re-ope-

Good Meals

Clean Beds

Mrs. S. Smith

CIMARRON NEWS.

The Land of Broken Promises
By DANE COOUDGE

A Stirring Story

"Tie n.hf.n. AW
MiJd.n Warm"
"Tht Twain a. " ffta.
IHesrtiatluxu by Don J. La Tin

of the Mexican
Revolution

"That,
truth, la no jest to tha
Mexican people
This man haa betrayed us all; be baa ruined the coun-

YNOPSIS.

In

Phil De lewcey are
torva, owing tou4a rerolutkm In Mexico,
to iv up their mining claim and return
to Um United gUUR In the border town
of Oaneoen Bud meets Menry Kru.r, a
wealthy minar, who makea trim a
to return to Mexico to acquire title
to a vary rich mina which Krucn had
Mown up whan ha found be had been
cheated out of the title by one Arajron.
The Mexican subsequently bad apent a
lanr mam of money In an unauuoaaafui
attempt to relocate the vein and then allowed the land to revert for taxea. Hooker and Da Iauicey anira at Fortuna, near
where the Ksle Tall mine la located.
They ana;ae Crux Mendex to acquire Uta
title for them and be fin preliminary
work. Ar&a-oafeases them of Jumping
hi claim. Hooker dlaoovrre that matrimonial entanglements prevent Mendex
from acrrairlnc a raUd title Phil, who
hae baas parta attention lo Orada Ara
ron. dectdee to turn Mexican and acquire
the title Anumn falla In hla attempt to
drfve them off the claim
Rebate an reported In the Tlclnlty
A rich rain of
old la atruck and work on tha mine la
topped until the title can be perfected.
Phil la arrested by Manual del Ray. captain of toe rurales and rultnr of Qrarla'a
Ha la released on promise to stay away
from Gracia. rhU la forced to enlist In
tha rurales. He asks Bud to take care
of Orada. Tha rebels are defeated In a
fierce battle near Fortuna.
Phil deserts
and returns to the United States. Bud
turna Mexican and taken stepa to secure
title to the mine In his own name.
Run Hooker

n

propo-atrjo-

CHAPTER

XIX

try and set brother against brother.
And now, while wa starve becauca the
minas ara ahut down, he gather hla
family about him in the city and Uvea
fat on the money he haa stolen."
Ha ran on la this style, after the
fashion of the revoltosos, and by the
very commonplace of hla fulmlnatlons
Bud waa thrown completely off bis
guard. That waa the way they all
talked, these worthless bandit beggars
that and telling how they loved the
Americanos and then, If they got a
chance, they would atlck a knife in
your back.
Ha listened to the big man with a
polite toleration, being careful not to
torn hla back, and ate a few bites aa
ha waited, but though It waa coming
dusk the Mexicans were In no hurry
to depart. Perhaps they hoped to atop
for the night and gat him In his sleep.
Still they lingered on, the leader
on a log and continuing hla
harangue.
Then, In the middle of a sentence,
and while Bud waa bending over the
Are, the Mexican stopped short and
leaned to one aide. A tense silence
fell, and Hooker was waked from hla
trance by the warning click of a gun-locSuddenly hla mind came back
to his guests, and he ducked like a
flash, but even aa he went down ha
heard the hammer clack!
The gun had snapped!
Instantly Hooker's hand leaped to
his pistol and he fired from the hip
point blank at the would-bmurderer.
With a yell to the others, one of the
Mexicana sprang on him from behind
and tried to bear him down. They
struggled for a moment while Bud
ahot blindly with his pistol and went
alt-tin- g

Continuad.

Ha looked

the adobe bouse over
thoughtfully, listened long to the
news of the border and of the rurales'
raid on their camp, and retired to the
rocka (or the night. Even Bud never
knew where he slept somewhere up
on the hillside in oaves or 'clefts in
the rocka and not ven the moat
pressing Invitation could make him
hare the house for a night. To Amigo,
as to an animal, a house was a trap;
and he knew that the times were
treacherous.
So Indeed they were, as Hooker was
to learn to hla sorrow, and but for the
Yaqul and hla murderous knife he
might easily have learned It too late.
It waa evening, after a rainless day,
and Bud was cooking by the open Are,
when suddenly Amigo ranlehed and
four men rode In from above. They
were armed with rifles, as befitted the
times, but gave no signs of ruffianly
bravado, and after a few words Bad Invited them to get down and eat
"Muchas gracias, señor," sold the
leader, dismounting and laying his rifle
against a log, "we are not hungry."
"Then have some coffee," Invited
Hooker, who made it a point to feed
every one who stopped, regardless of
their merit; and once more the Mexl- can declined. At this Bud looked at
him sharply, for hla refusal did not
augur well, and It atruck him the
man's faca waa familiar. He was toll
for a Mexican and heavily built, but
with a rather sinister cast of countenance.
"Hrii&.'e have
teen you before?"
asked Bud. after trying In vain to
place htm. "In Fortuna?"
"No, senor," answered the Mexican
politely.
"I have never been In that
Uy. Is It far?"
"Ten miles by the trail," responded
Hooker, by no means reassured, and
under pretext of Inviting them to eat,
he took a took at the other men. If
they hod not stopped to eat, what
then was their errand while the sun
was sinking so low? And why this
sullen refusal of the coffee which every
Mexican drinks?
Bud stepped into the bouse, as if on
soma errand, and watched them unseen from the interior. Beelng tbem
exchange glances then, be leaned hi
rife just Inside the door and went
about hla cooking.
It waa one of the chances he took,
living out In the brush, but he bad
type of
come to know this
semi bandit all too well and bad small
respect for their courage In case of
close by In tha
trouble Amigo
rooka somewhere, probably with bis
gun In hla hand but with a little patience and circumspection the unwelcome visitors would e)bbtless move
1

tii

on
80 bs thought, bu 'Astead they lingered, and wbea enagax- - was cooked he
decided to go to a show-dowand
they again rejO.sed to eat he would
end tbent 0 UtWIr way
"Ven Magos.'' be said, spreading
oat tax Ka platas for them Tom and
1

at!"

Tax

three

s

glared at their

eaxrer. who had done what little talk
lag there waa so far, and, seised with
a sudden animation, he Immediately
rose to hla foot.
"Many thanks, senor," he sold with
crlnng and specious pollteneas.
"We have come far and the trail la
long, so we will eat. The times are
hard for poor men nowthis traitor,
Madero, ha made us all hungry. It la
by him that we poor working mon are
driven to Insurrection but we know
that the Americana are our frienda.
Tea, senor, I will take noma of your
beans, and thank you."
He tilled a plate aa be spoke and
lifted a biscuit from the oven, continuing with hie false patter while the
others fell to In silence.
"Perhaps yon have heard, senor." he
want on, "tha saying which la In the
Mucho trábalo, paco dinero;
land:
no hay frijolea, viva Madero'
Much
work, líale manar; no besas, long

Madarol)

o

down lighting.
Bud waa a giant compared to the
stunted Mexicans, and he threw them
about like dogs tbat hang on to a bear.
With a man In each hand he rose to
his feet, crushing them down beneath
him; then, in despair of shaking off
bis rider, he staggered a few stepa
and hurled himself over backward Into

the

Are.
A yell of agony

followed their fall
and. aa the live coale bit through the
Mexican's thin shirt, he fought like a
cat to get free. Rocks, pots and ket'

tles were kicked In every direction,
and when Hooker leaped to his feet
the Mexican scrambled up and rushed
madly for the creek.
But, though Bud was free, the battle had turned against htm, for In tha
brief Interval of hla fight the other
two Mexicans had run for their guna.
The Instant he rose they covered him.
Their chief, who by some miracle had
acaped Bud's shot, gave a shout for

aa fea hunted tbem down among tow waa ragtag at hh MrelTnga because
rocka.
they hod shirked their task; perhaps,
It was grim work, too, van for his not knowing that they were dead, be
stomach, but Hooker tat tha Indian fol- waa waiting In a fever of Impatience
low fill datura. When Amigo tame for them to accomplish the deed. How
back from his hunting there waa no ever It waa. Bud saw that ha held tha
need to ask questions. Hla eyes shone high card, and he waa not alow to act
so terribly that Hooker sold nothing,
In tha morning ha saddled Copper
but set about cleaning up camp.
Bottom, who had bean con fined to the
After he had washed the ashes from corral for weeks, and went galloping
bis eyea, and when the fury hod van- Into town. There ha lingered about
ished from Amlgo'e face, they want aa the hotel until he saw bin man and
by common consent and gated at the started boldly toward him. Surprise,
body of the chief of the desperadoes. alarm and pitiful fear chased themEven in death hla face seemed strange- selves across Aragón 'a face aa ha
ly familiar; but aa Hooker stood gatatood, but Bud walked proudly by.
ing at him the Yaqul picked up his
"Oood morning, senor!" was all Bud
un.
said, but tha look In hla eyea was
"Look!" he said, and pointed to a eloquent of a grim hereafter.
bullet splash where, aa the Mexican
And Instead of hurrying back to
held the gun across his breast, Bud's guard bis precious rrine Hooker loi
pistol shot had flattened harmlessly tered carelessly about town
Hla
against the lock. It waa that which
bad saved the Mexican chief from Instant death, and the jar of the ahot
had doubtless broken the rifle and
saved Bud, In turn from the second
ahot.
All this was in the Yaqui s eye aa he
carefully tested the action; but, when
ha threw down the lever, a cartridge
rose up from the tnagaxlne and glided
smoothly Into tha breech. With a rifle
full of cartrldgea tha Ignorant Mexican
had been snapping on aa empty chamber, not knowing enough to jack up a

shell I
For a moment Amigo stared at the
gun and the man, and hie mouth drew
down with contempt
"Hal Pendejo!" he grunted, and
kicked the corpse with hla foot.
But If the Mexican had been a root,
he had paid the price, for the second
time he snapped his gun Amino hod
shot him through and through.
CHAPTER

XX.

In a country where wltneasea to a
crime are Imprisoned along with the
principals and kept more or lesa indefinitely In jail, a man thlnka twice
before he reporta to the police.
With four dead Mexicana to the
Taqui's account and Del Rey In
charge of the district. Hooker followed
hla second thought he aald nothing,
and took his chances on being arrest
ed for murder. Until tar Into the night
Amigo buaied himself along the hillside, and when the aun rose not a sign
remained to tell the story of tha fight
Men, horses, saddlea and guna all
had disappeared. And, after packing a
little food in a ' sack. Amigo disappeared aleo, with a grim smile in promise of return.
The sun rose round and hot, the
aame as usual; the south wind came
up and blew Into a bellying mass of
clouds, which lashed back with the ac-- '
customed rain; and when all the earth
waa washed clean and fresh the laat
trace of the struggle waa gone, Only
by the burns on bis hands waa Hooker
aware of the fight and of the treachery
which had reared Its head agalnat him
like a snake which haa been warmed
and tad.
Nowhere but In Mexico, where the
low pelado classes have made such
deeds a subtlety, could the man be
found to dissimulate like that false
assassin in chief To pause suddenly
In a protracted speech, swing over and
tick up a gun, and halt bla victim for
the shooting by the preparatory click
of the lock that Indeed called for a
brand of cunning rarely found in tha
United SUtea.
There waa one thing about the affair
that vaguely haunted Hooker why
waa It that a man so cunning aa that
bod failed to load his gun? Twice, and
with everything in his favor, be had
raised his rifle to Are; and both times
It had snapped in hla bands. Certainly
be must ha-been Inapt at arma or
accustomed to single shot guns.
The reputed magic of the Bwlft firing rifles evidently bad been his undoing, but where bad he got his naw
gun? And who waa be, anyway? With
those two baffling questions Bud wrestled aa he sat bealde hla door, and at
evening hie anawer came.
The aun was swinging low and be
waa collecting wood down the gulch
for a Are when, wltb a sudden thud of
hoofa, a horseman rounded the point
and came abruptly to a bait. It waa
Aragón, and be waa spying on the
camp.

For a full minute be scanned the
bouae, teut and mine wltb a look so
auak and siniater that Bud could read
hla heart like a book. Here waa tha
man who had sent the aasassins, and
be had come to view their work!
Vary alowly
Bud'a hai.d crept
but, sllgbt aa
toward his
waa the motion. Aragón caught It and
ant frosen In his place. Then, with an
Threw Them About Like Doga That Inarticulate cry. he fell flat on bla
borae'a neck and went spurring out
Hang Onto a Bear.
of sight.
them to halt. Cheated of bla victim at
The anawer to Bud'a queatlons waa
the first he was claiming the right to very easy now. The Mexican who had
kill
led the attempt on hla life was one
As Hooker stood blinded by the of Aragou's bad men. one of the four
smoke and ashes the fellow took de- gunmeti whom Hooker had looked
liberate aim
and once more bis rifle over so carefully when tbey carne to
snapped. Then, aa the other Mexi- drive blm from the mine, and Aragón
cans stood agape, surprised at the had fitted him out with new arma to
failure of the shot, the cannonlike make the reault more sure. Hut with
whang of a Mauaer rent the air and that question answered there came up
the leader crumpled down in a heap.
another and another until, in a aud-declarity of vision. Bud saw through
An Inatant later a ahrlll yell roee
from up the canyon and, as the two the hellish plot and beheld himself
Mexicans started and stared, Amigo the master.
came dashing In upon them, a apittlng
Aa man to man, Aragón would not
pistol in one band and his terrible dare to face blm now, for be knew
knife
"wood chopping"
brandished tbat he merited death. By his sly
approach, by the look In hla eyea and
high In the other.
In the dusk bla eyes and teeth the dlamay of bla fremled retreat,
gleamed white, his black hair aeemed ha had acknowledged more aurejy
to bristle with fury, and the glint of than by worda bla guilty knowledge
bis long knife made a light aa ha of tha raid. Coming to a camp where
vaulted over the last rock and went ha expected to And all dead and at ill,
plunging on their track. For, at the he had found himself face to face
first glance at this huge, pursuing fig- with the very man he had sought to
ure, the two Mexicans had turned and kill. How, then, .bad the American
bolted Ilka rabbits, and now, aa the escaped deat ruction, and what hod
Yaqul whirled In after thani. Bud could occurred to hla man?
Perhaps, in bis Ignorance, Aragón
oar them squealing and scrambling
n

fa.

r

The Artillery Drove Them Boca.
mine was aafe now and he waa safe.
Aragón dared not ralee a hand. 80 he
eat himself down on the broad veranda
and listened with boyish interest to
Don Juan's account of the war.
"What, have you not heard of the
battle?" cried portly Don Juan, delighted to have a fresh listener. "Agua
Negra haa been taken and retaken,
and the railroad will soon be repaired.
My gracious! have you been out in
the hills that long? Why, It was two
weeks ago tbat the rebela captured
the town by a coup, and eight daya
later the federals took It back.
"Ah, there has been a real war, Mr.
Bud! You who have laughed at the
courage of the Mexicana, what do you
think of Bernardo Bravo and hla men?
They captured the laat up train from
Fortuna; loaded all the men Into the
ore cars and empty coaches; and,
while the federals were still in their
barracks, the train ran clear into the
station and took the town by storm.
"And eight daya later, at aundown,
the federals took It back. Ah, there
waa awful slaughter averted, aenor!
But for the fact that the fuse want
out two hundred Yaqul Indiana who
led the charge would have been blown
into eternity.
"Yea, so great waa the charge of
dynamite that the rebela had laid in
their mine tbat not a ho'uae In Agua
Negra would have been left standing
If the fuse bad done its work.
Two
tona of dynamite! Think of that my
friend!
"But these rebels were as Ignorant
of Its power aa tbey were of laying
a train. The Yaqula walked Into the
town at sundown and found It tie
aerted every man, woman and child
had fled to Oadsden and the rebels had
fled to the weat.

"But listen, here was the way It
happened - actually, and not aa common report haa it, for the country Is
all In an uproar and the real facta
were never known.
When Bernardo
Bravo captured the town of Agua Negra the people acclaimed his a hero.
"He sent word to the junta at Kl
Paao and aet up a new form of

gov-

ernment. All was enthusiasm, and
aeveral Americana joined hla ranks
to operate the machine guns and cannon
As for the- fedérala, tbey occupied the country to the east and attempted a few sallies, but aa they
had nothing but their rifles, the artil-

lery drove tbem back.
I'hen, as the battle ceased, the
rebels began to celebrate their victory. They broke Into the closed cantinas, disobeying their officers and beginning the loot of the town, and
while balf of tbelr number were drunk
tha fedérala, being Informed of tbelr
condition,
suddenly
advanced upon
tbem, with the Yaquia far In the lead.
"Tbey did not shoot, those Yaqula;
but, dragging their guna behind them,
tbey crept up through the buabea and
dug pita quite close to the lines. Then,
when the rebels discovered them and
manned their guna, the Yaquis shot
down the gunners.
"tirowing bolder, they crept farther
to the front--threbels became disorganised, their men became mutinous
and at laat, when they saw they would
surely be taken, the leaders burled
two tons of dynamite in tba tranchas
,
by the bull ring and set a
to explode when the Yaqula arrived.
"The word spread through the town
like wildfire all the people, all the
soldiers fled every which way to escape and then, when the worst waa
expected to 'happen, the dynamite
failed to explode and the Yaquia
ruabed the trencbea at aundown."
"Did those Yaqula know about the
dynamite?" Inulred Bud.
"Know?" repeated Don Juan, waving
tba thought away; "not a word! Their
commander kept it from them, avow
e

time-fuse-

after

obey elooovwrnxf tha mino. And
now tha Indiana ora making boosts,
they are drank with tha thought of

their valor and claim that tha rebels

fled from them alona.
"The road master come Into town
this morning on a velocipede and said
that the Yaquis are Insufferable, thinking that It was their renown as fight
ara and not tha nawa of the dynamite
that drove all tha soldiers from town.
"Howe ver, Agua Negra, la once mora
In the handa of the government; the
track la clear and moat of tha brldgea
repaired; so why quarrel with tha
Yaquis T While they ara, of conrae.

The Eugenia!.
Praising the science of eugenic,
Harold Bolee, the father of Rugante,
the eugenic baby, sold In New York:
"Eugenic
making headway
la
everywhere. It la even penetrating
Into the exclusiva circles of the old
aristocracy of Philadelphia.
"A Philadelphia girl of tbe highest
arlstorcacy actually got engaged laat
month to a young bank clerk. A
Philadelphia clubman aald to ber reproachfully at a tea:
" 'I It possible that you, of a family eminent for seven generations, can
stoop to marry an unknown upstart?'
" 'Well, 1 prefer to marry a man
without a name rather than a name
without a man.'"
Detroit Free
Press.

nothing but Indiana, they serva their
purpose In battle."
"Well. I guess yea!" responded Bud
warmly. "Berta tbelr purpose, eh?
Where were these Mexican soldiers
and them Spanish officers when the A GRATEFUL ACKNOWLEDGMENT.
Yaquis ware taking tha town? And
that was Just Ilka a
MexiMr. F. C. Case of Welcome Lake.
can eettlng that time-fus- e
and then Pa., write: "I Buffered with Bock-achnot having It go off. More n likely the
and Kidney Trouble. My bead
poor yap that fired It was so acalrt ha
ached, my sleep waa broken and un- couldn't hold ' a match probably
refreshlng. I felt
never lit It jest dropped the match
heavy and sleepy
and run They're a bum bunch. If
after meal, waa
you want to know what I think. I'd
always
nervous
rather have a Yoqui than a hundred
and tired, had a
of 'em!"
bitter taste in my
"A hundred of whom f" Inquired a
mouth, was dlny,
cool voice behind him, and looking up
had floating
Hooker saw the beautiful Ornela gas-Inspecks before my
out at him through the screen
eyes, was alwaa
door.
Mr. F. C. Case thirsty,
had
a
"A hundred Mexicana!" ba repeated,
my loins,
dragging
sensation aero
and Ornela murmured "Ob?" and won
difficulty in collecting my thoughts,
gone.
waa
shorttroubled
with
"Miss Aragón la very loyal to her and
country," observed Don Juan, but ness of breath. Dodda Kidney Pills
have cured me of these ccn.plaiuta.
Hookrr only grunted.
Dodds Kidney Pill have done their
Somehow, since those four Mexicans
hod come to hla camp, be had soured work and done It well. You are at
on everything south of tba line; and liberty to publish tht letter for tha
even the charming Orada could not benefit of any aufferer who doubts tbe
make him take bock hla words If she merit of Dodda Kidney Pill."
Dodda Kidney Pills, 50c. per box at
hod Intended the remark as a challenge a subtle Invitation to follow your dealer or Dodda Medicine Co.,
her and defend hia ralth-s- he
failed Buffalo, N. Y. Write for Houaehold
for once of her purpose, for If there Hints, Dainty Recipes; olso mualc of
was any particular man In Mexico that National Anthem. All 8 aent free.
Bud hated more than another It waa Adv.
d
her
father.
Hooker had, In fact thought mora
Take the Blood Out and Wash It
Dra. V. A. Urevltch and N. K.
seriously of making her a
than of winning her good-wiland he Rosenberg have discovered a way to
lingered about the hotel, not to make take the blood out of tbe body, wash
love to the daughter, but to strike ter- It and put It back again. In the
ror to Aragón.
Rousaky Vraitch the describe their exThe company being good, and a periments upon animals. Tbe idea,
train being expected soon. Bud stayed of course. Is to rid the blood of poiover another day. In the morning, sonous substance. They found they
when he came down for breakfast, he could remove half the blood, prevent
found that Aragón had fled before him. It coagulation by adding sodium citWith hie wife, daughter and retinue, rate, wash it with salt solution and
he had moved auddenly back to his return the purified red corpuscies Into
home. Hooker grinned when Don Juan the circulation. It was not necessary
told him the newa.
to return the white corpuscles.
"Well, why not?" he asked, chuckThe New York Medical Journal reling maliciously.
"Here it's the mid- marks that this, taken together wltb
dle of the rainy season and the war tbe transplantation of organs and tbe
going on all summer aud nary a rebel growth of tissues
outeide the body,
In sight. Where's that big flght you
forms an entirely new chapter In
waa telling about the battle of For- experimental
medicine. Who ran
tuna? You've made a regular fortune what the future has In atoro tor tell
aT"
out of these refugees, Brachamonte,
but I fail to see the enemy."
The Hydraulic Ram.
"Ah. you may laugh." shrugged the
She wa a Delaware country girl.
"but wait! The time will
come. Tha rebels are lost 'now soma She lived near Gaston and was in
day, when you least expect It they Muncle with ber escort watching a
will come upon us and then, believe piece of engineering work that waa
me, my guests will be glad they are being done about a new bridge. Every
here. What la a few weeks' bill com- once In a while there came a peculiar
pared to being held for ransom? Look grinding noise whose origin she could
at that rich Senor Luna, who was here not locate.
"Jim, what makes that noise?" she
for a time In the spring. Against my
advice he hurried home and now ha naked.
"Oh, that's the hydraulic ram."
la paying the price. Ten thousand
"For laud's sake! Where do they
pesos It cost to save hia wife and
family, and for himself and aon hli keep him?" Indianapolis News.
frienda advanced tan thousand more.
I make no evil prophecies, but II
A candidate must be a past master
would be better for our friend If ha of political economy In order to get
stayed on at my poor hotel."
the most votes for the least money.
Whose
friend?" inquired Bud
bluffly, but Don Juan atruck him upon
PRESSED HARD.
the bock with elephantine playfulness
Coffee's Weight on Old Age.
and hurried off to hla duties.
Aa for Hooker, he tarried In town
When people realize the Injurious
until he got hia mail and a copy of effects of coffee and the change In
the Sunday paper and then, well sat- health that Postum can bring, they are
isfied tbat the times were quiet and usually glad to lend their testimony
war a thing of tha post be ambled for the benefit of others.
back to tha Eagle Tall and settled
"My mother, alnce h'er early childdown for a real.
hood, was an inveterate coffee drinker,
Flat on hla bock by the doorway had been troubled with ber heart for o
he lay on hia bed and smoked, reading number of years and complained of
hla way through the lurid supplement that 'weak all over' feeling and sick
and watching the troll with one eye. stomach.
Since the flght with Arogon'a Mexi"Some time ago I waa making a
cans all hla apprehensions had left visit to a distant port of the country
him. He bad written briefly to Phil and took dinner with one of
tha
and Kruger, and now he was holding merchante of tbe place. I noticed a
the fort
somewhat unusual flavour of the 'cofIt hod been a close ahave, but he fee' and asked him concerning It. Ha
hod escaped the cowardly assassins replied tbat it was Postum
and had Aragón In hia power. Not by
was ao pleased
It that, altar
any force of law, but by the force of the"I meal waa over, I with
bought a package
fear and the gnawing weakneas of Ara to carry home with me, and had wife
gon'a own evil conscience.
prepare some
the next meal. Tha
Aragón waa afraid of what he bad whole family for
were so well pleased
done, but It was the suspense which
with It that we discontinued coffee and
rendered him ao pitiable. On a day used Postum entirely.
aent
four armed Mexicans
be bad
"I had really been at times very
to kill thia Texan not one bad re- anxious concerning
my mother's conturned and the Texan regarded him dition, but we
noticed that after using
aneertngly. Thia It waa that broke
Postum for a short time, abe felt ao
the Spaniard's will, for he knew not much
better than he did prior to its
what to think. But aa tor Bad, be lay
on hla back by the doorway and tte. and had little trouble with her
heart, and no aick stomach; that the
laughed at the funny page.
Aa he aprawled there at hla reading, headaches wen- not ho ftcqucnt, and
Amigo came In from the hills, and he, her general condition much Improved.
too, waa content to relax. Oravely Thia continued until he was well and
scanning the colored sheet, bis dark hearty.
"I know Postum haa benefited myface lighted up.
It waa all very peaceful and pleas- self and the other members of the family, but not In so marked a degree as
ant, but It was not destined to lost
in the caae of my mother, a she was a
(TO UK CONTINUED.)
victim of long standing." Name given
by Poatum Co., BatUe Creek, Mich.
Real Boss.
Wlgg "Young Bjonas thinks ha la
Postum come In two forms:
o born leader." Wagg "Oh. many a
Regular Poatum
must be wall
fellow who thinks he waa born to boiled. 16c and 2Cc packages.
command marries a woman who waa
Inatant Poatum I a soluble powborn to countermand." Philadelphia der. A teaspoonful dissolve quickly
Record.
In a cup of hot water and, wltb cream
and sugar, make a delicious beverIn
All
la
Men'a Power.
age tnatantly. 30c and 60c tin.
It la prodigious the quantity of good
Tha cost per cup of both kláds la
that may be done y one man If ha about the same.
will make o business of It neaps ml a
There' a Reason" for Poatum.
Franklin.
sold by Grocers.
dog-gone- d
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SHRAPNEL FIRE WRITER SEES

FIERCE CONFLICT ON THE YSER RIVER
y EDGAR ANSEL

MOWRER.

(Correspondent Chicago Dally New.)
West Flanders, Belgium. Por more
than a week I have been at the headquarters of the Belgian army bohlnd
the line e' the River Taer from Nleu-poto Dlxmude. I have seen how
the remnants of the army from Antwerp retreating on the way to Ostend
were sent to northern France to rest
and reorganise and how the rest of
the Belgian forces, being asked to hold
the linee 42 hours, have actually held
It for six days, thus preventing a siege
of Dunkirk and saving the French
coast from invasion.
tick to Antwerp to Last
Contrary to what was at first reported, the Belgian army left Antwerp only
after all the forts except four had been
destroyed, and these four the defenders blew up as they hastily evacuated
the town, the heroic Belgian, General
de Guise! remaining to the last. What
part of the retreating Belgians entered Holland and are held by Dutch
authorities is not known here.
It is certain that the others never
would have escaped the Oermans but
for the heroic stand made by a mixed
force Of English, Belgians and French
marines In the village of Nelle, southwest of Ghent, wherein two Belgian
rt
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BAKi NG POWDER

The cook is happy, the

other members of the family

are happy appetites sharpen, things
brighten up generally. And Caíame
Baking Powder Is responsible for It all.

For Calumet never

Its

fails.

wonderful leavening qualities insure
perfectly shortened, faultlessly raised
bakings.

Cannot

be compared

with

other baking powders, which promise
without performing.

Even a beginner in cooking
gets delightful results with this nerer-failiCalumet Baking Powder, t our
grocer knows. Ask him.
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The man who has once been a
takes but little pleasure in reading of the horrors of the battlefield.

A Ploua Hypocrite.
Senator Cummins was talking about
a notorious Interlocking director, relates the Kansas City Star.
Some persons are so lazy that It is
"This Interlocking director," he
difficult to stimulate them to activity said, "declares that if we curb his acwith a wad of chewing gum.
tivities the poor will suffer terribly.
I ask myself, though. Is he really
speaking on behalf of the poor or on
sol-dl-

W. L. DOUGLAS
HEN'S

i WOMEN'S
SHOES

12.50, $3.
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$3.75. $4, $4.60
and Í5.00
BOYS'

8H0ES

$2 25, $2.50
$3.00
Ovar

i $3.50
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his own behalf.

"He reminds me of a man who
stopped In terrific Indignation at sight
of a group of boys stoning a bird that
was tied to a tree by the leg.
"Tou scoundrels! You pitiless
scoundrels!' cried the man.
"And he took the bird up in his
hand and placed it in his bosom tenderly.
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shoes are always worth what you pay for them. If
you osald see now carefully W. L- Douglas ihoes are
made, and the high grade leathers used, you would then
understand why they look better, nt better, hold their
shape and wear longer than other makes for the price.
Douglas ahoei are not for sale tn your
If the W.
rtclntty, order direct from lactory. Shoes tent erery-wheiPostage free In (he t 8. Wrllffur lllue
d 4 'u twins ihowinn. how to order by mail.
ti'Hlf
10 SpAk fit., Brockton, Mass.
IV. U DOUtlLAS,

IN GOLD

fREE

Send us the name of any responsible party
who la interested in the purchase of a piano or
player piano and In the event we sell them an
Instrument between now and January 1st, we
will send you $5 In gold free.
Be Bare and give us correct name and address and tell us party's occupation and how
tong be baa lived In your community.

Our big 1914 Piano, Player Piano and
catalogs and full detalla of our
will be mailed free on application.
Please state whloh instrument you are Interested in. Write at onoe. Address
Vlo-iro-

"Easy-Pay-Pla-
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"The next day at the office he was
sergeant
heard to remark with a chuckle:
That night I heard a terrible can" 'By gosh, you know, broiled robin
nonading, and Saturday morning,
on toast isn't half bad!'"
17, I learned that the battle of
the Tser had begun. This battle,
ECZEMA SPREAD OVER BODY which has not yet come to an end, itself Is only a part of the greater bat1177 Market St.. Chehalls, Wash.
tle of which It Is likely to be the
"My little nephew was cross and cried center. Small though It la In the numand complained of Itching.
The ec- ber of troops engaged, the battle of
zema broke out with a rash, reddish the Tser presents three distinct
looking.
It spread until It was all phases, according to the nature of the
over his body, and It came on bis face ground.
and caused disfigurement. His hands
About eight miles east of Furnes lies
had to be tied to keep him from the town of Dlxmude, where the attack
scratching. His clothing aggravated began. The Belgians here had been
by 6,000 French marine Inthe trouble and made the breaking out
worse. He was so covered with erup- fantry, these marines forming the first
tions he didn't look natural. There Une of defense, 400 yards beyond the
was such an Itching and burning sen- town and on the right bank of the
sation he could not sleep and kept Taer.
The Germans attacked with
someone with him continually. Weeks great violence about nine o'clock Friand months passed by and we had al- day evening.
Marines who figured In
most given up In despair.
the battle estimate their opponents'
"One day I read about Cuticura Soap strength at 20,000. The attack continand Ointment being good for eczema ued until daybreak on Saturday, when
and all skin troubles. I sent for a fres the marines, ably assisted by French
sample and Immediately we discov- and Belgian batteries placed behind
ered a change for the better. Before the town, drove back the onslaught
the sample was used up there was with considerable loss.
such a remarkable charge that I
Reaches the Belgian Trenches.
bought a box of Cuticura Soap and
When I reached the Belgian batbox of Cuticura Ointment. The erup teries and trenches about eleven a. m.
ttons healed, the burning and Itching Saturday the former were keeping up
ceased and by the time the Cuticura a steady fire. Some of the Belgians
Soap and Ointment were used up he lying In the trenches which had been
was a well boy." (Signed) Mrs. J. L. the second Une of defense tried to deSteelman, Apr. 8, 1914.
ter me from continuing farther, as
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold the shrapnel fire was rather heavy at
throughout the world. Sample of each this point, but I proceeded until 1
free, with 32-Skin Book. Address post reached about one kilometer
of a mile) on this side of the
card "Cuticura, Dept. L. Boston." Adv
town. A Belgian lieutenant previousHow the Minister Is Treated.
ly had given me permission to go one
Once upon a time a manager asked kilometer beyond the town to a poOeorge Ade If be had ever been taken sition which, as I learned later, would
for a minister.
have put me exactly between the op"No," replied Ade. "but I have been posing forces and In full Une with
treated like one."
the rifle fire.
"How was that?"
Escapes Shrapnel of Oermans.
"I have been kept waiting for my
I turned aside and approached a
salary six or seven months." Ladies church In the midst of a small village.
Home Journal.
All the morning the booming of the
far away German cannon had been
Money for' Christmas.
but It seemed without imporaudible,
hosiSelling guaranteed wear-protance. Now I had my first experience
neighbors. Big Xmaa of being under fire. As I was about to
ery to friends
Wear-Proo- f
Mills, 8800 enter the church, intending to mount
business.
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. Adv.
into the belfry, I heard an unnerving
whir, of a somewhat lower pitch than
All Wtong.
produced by projectiles from the
that
"I saw your brother's double to Belgian guns. It grew louder, louder
day."
and louder. I felt as If a devil's fly-i"Hardly. He's a single man."
machine was looking about hunting for me, and tor a brief second I
Red Cross Bag Blue, much baiter, goes
farther than liquid blue. Ost front any wished that I had never come. Then,
w'th a loud report, the German shrapAdv.
grocer.
nel burst harmlessly beyond the
One way to dodge a breach-of-prochurch and 100 feet up In the air.
Since that day I have heard and seen
ise suit is to buy a wedding ring.
perhaps 80 shells burst nearly over
Some men are given to drink only me, bat never without the same awful sensation, which, I believe, Is not
when It is given to them.
Oo-tob-

YOU CAN 8AVX M01STEY BY
WEABIN0 W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES.
For SI years W. I Douglne hue aruar antead th
alue by having hie name and the retail price
tamped on the sole before the ah oes leave the factory. This protects the wearer against high prices
car inferior shoes of other makes. W. L. Doug a

$5

regiments the Sixth volunteers and
the Ninth of the lineparticularly distinguished themselves.
Walks From Dunkirk to France.
I reached Furnes October 16, having walked from Dunkirk, I crossed
a bridge, reached a village street snd
after two turnings emerged on the
quaint old market place of Furnes, the
home and present seat of the general
headquarters of the Belgian army. I
went at once to the headquarters In
the town hall, made known my Identity and secured a pass.
Standing before the headquarters
was an automobile containing three
British soldiers. I approached and
asked the nearest one where the Germans were. He looked at me with
astonishment and before replying or
letting me explain- who I was and why
"Good
I had come, he exclaimed:
Lord! Have they let you come this
far? Well, since you are here, It can
do no harm to tell you where they
are." He drew a map from his pocket.
"Here they are," he said, laying a
finger on the village of MIddleklrke.
"Our line extends from Nleuport to
Dlxmude. The Belgians are intrenching themselves all along the line."
Starts Out for Nleuport.
I thanked the soldiers and set out to
walk to Nleuport On the outskirts
of Furnes I passed a regiment of Belgians starting for Dlxmude. I turned
to the left In the direction of Nleuport,
but at the village of Wulpun I was
turned back by an overpoltte Belgian

MUSIC

COMPANY

"West's Laraest and Oldest Music House"
DENVER, COLORADO
STABLI8HE0 1874

Eyes
Trouble You?

Do Your

Be careful of them. Eyes are priceless.
he been discovered that
A new
conditions of
will absolutely relieve alleyes,
congested
inflaming
ore eyes. Red
yes. catarrh of the eyes, weak, watery
Itching
Scales,
Ulcers,
eyea.
eyes, tired
Ude and all Acute and Chronic diseases
Red
Smoker's
and
of the Eye, Sun Glare readily
relieved by
Nicotine Eyes can be
using
eye-bat- h

CALIFORNIA
EYE BATH

The manufacturer has so much faith In this Hre
8os4
Balh that ho will give any one a J Trial.
bottle, and
bottle or 11 for a
Sseentaforas-us- .
If you are not re limed onddonot feel thai California
jo Bath has done what we claim it to do rotura
he asod bottl. and wo wll 1 refund f oil purchase prlee.
ranal for U1 Sr. Bath today. Tou will he lurprioed

lio,

resulta
at the wonderful ouroUt.prop.ru. and the
will aU.fr you. Remember California ByanBata
U a Uconsod Physician's frosortpUoa.
SrsüV 920 W.I I Ik St., Lot AnecaU.Cal,

C.I.

A GOOD COMPLEXION
IUsMRTEED. USEZOMMMDE
with healing
agents, you will never be annoyed by pimples, blackheads or facial blemishes. If
not satisfied after thirty days' trial your
dealer will exchange for 50c in other goods.
Zona has satisfied for twenty years try it
at oar risk. At dealers or mailed. 30c
ZOMA COMPANY, WICHITA, KAISAS

ths beauty powder compressed

(six-tent- h

n;

fenr of death, but the result of tot
Unearthly sound.
Entering the church, I found It full
Of straw, the place evidently having
been used as a dormitory for soldiers,
put nothing had been touched, though
Chairs were scattered everywhere. After mounting a rickety ladder a long

time In the dark I reached the very
tip of the steeple above the beU.
Sees Battle From Steeple.
Looking through my spyglasses over
the flat country In the dlreotlon of the
town, I was able to distinguish the
wry spots and buildings beyond which
the Belgian shells wer bursting.
Flames were leaping high, but owing
row of trees screening the German batteries I was unable to see
what was burning At that time the
town Itself was Intact.
To the left stretched the poplar bordered Tser. I could see men sheltered In trenches along the roadside
trenches so cut as to provide a skeleton covering, upon which was heaped
straw making a watertight roof. In
front, about six hundred yards distant, a regiment was drawn up, but I
was unable to learn the reason why.
In company with an English correspondent, at that time the only other
correspondent with the Belgians, 1 saw
the battle of Nleuport at close range.
Long before we reached the village of
Nleuport Balnea we saw part of the
aval squadron lying Just off the coast
occasionally firing at some unseen
mark and heard field artillery booming ahead.
Hsar Batterie In the Dunes.
We heard the Belgian batteries firing In the dunes on our right toward
Nleuport and only when we reached
the south pier at the mouth of the
Tser could we obtain any Idea of the
general situation, the lines at this
point being held by the Sixth and
Seventh Belgian Infantry.
The day
was cloudy and the wind was driving
the mist of rain Inland. Accordingly,
We sought a high, deserted building
that stood nearest the river. When
we finally stuck our heads through the
skylight, by the aid of our glasses we
aw an unforgettable sight.
At our feet lay the railroad station
St the mouth of the River Yser, which
stretched away right to the town of
Nleuport, then bent southward and
was hidden from view by the building
tn which we were. Behind the river,
hidden in a grove of scrubby trees
growing on the dunes, were three Belgian batteries of four guns each, which
were firing Incessantly straight across
before us. The shells were striking
beyond the village of Lombaertzyde.
Thirteen Warships In Sight.
To the left, beyond Lombaertzyde,
was the village of Westende, which
the Germans had retaken that morning. Still farther away the church
spire of Mlddiekerque was faintly visible. Lombaertzyde seemed quiet, but
German shells bursting over It presently located the Belgian trenches before us and a few soldiers came running over the dunes.
But It was on the left that the spectacle was most Impressive. There, lying out from the coast at varying distances, were 13 vessels of war. There
were two cruisers, one of which fired
occasionally from about three miles;
the other lay silent somewhat farther
from the coast and south of eight destroyers, fpur French and four English and three monitors.
Great Flashes Bare Batteries.
For a long time we watched the German shells bursting over Lombaertzyde. The Belgian shrapnel and the
shells of the monitors were directed
against Westende. I saw the Belgian
batteries lying on our side of the Yser,
but, though their thunder made our
building tremble, we were able to locate the batteries only by the terrino
flashes amid the trees through an
occasional rift In the smoke. So well
were they concealed that the Germans
must have been unable to locate them,
since the only shells which fell In our
direction seemed to be aimed at the
lighthouse, which the Germans probably imagined to be a wireless station.
Kucb, time a message was sent more
sheila came whirling toward the light
house. Many fell Into the river.
Telle English Officer's Bravery.
We were joined In our skylight by
a Belgian captain who asked us for
the loan of our glasses and when
be had seen all that he desired he
told us the story of the English lieutenant who had landed that morn-lug- ,
the particulars of which he had
Just learned. This officer came ashore
from the monitor Severn with 20 men
and three machine guns to prevent
the Belgian retreat
Reaching Nleuport, he saw that In
losing Groóte Bamberghe farm that
morning the Belgians had weakened
their position. Accordingly, he started with his 20 men across the bullet
swept area right to the Belgian
trenches. The men who were thers
say he walked as calmly as if on a
tour bf Inspection, calling orders to
his men and signaling with his hands.
In vain the Belgian officers shouted
that the position was already occupied
by the Oermans. Either he did not
hear or he was determined to accomplish the task at all coats.
Destiny broods and Is silent over
matter of this kind. When 60 yards
from the coveted goal the young officer fell dead, a bullet having struck
him between the eyes. The men retreated, still carrying the guns with
them end with the memory of e hero
In their minds

Philadelphia Has Rat Patrol.
Hundreds of longshoremen In Philadelphia who have for weeks been
out of employment because of the war
In Europe and the consequent falling
off tn shipping, are making a fair
wage chasing rats along the river
front and taking them to the receiving
station recently opened by the city.
Five cents Is paid for each live rat,
and two cents apiece for dead ones.
The receiving station was Inaugurated as a feature of the campaign
being waged for the extermination of
rodents and to prevent the entrance
Into Philadelphia by way of shipping
of the bubonic plague which has
caused such consternation in New
Advises Oclf for Women.
John D. Rockefeller advises women
who are beginning to get old to take
up golf.
He thinks that It will do
old women as much good as it does
.

old men.

And for young women he

thinks it ae excellent game as it will
prevent their ever getting old.

iieJBaawawl

Peruna Did Wonders

For My
WkW

Boy

tw

Mrs.

Nellie

Courtor,

St
Franklin Ave,
Norwalk, Conn,
writes: ''Ponina has done

tor
wonders
my boy.
not

I can
praise . It

enough.

1 think It t
the beet meflv!
earth. Let me tell you why 81

elne on
think so.
"My son has been afflicted with ctH
tarrh since he we a baby five month
old, so that for years I hast to watch
Mm all night tong, and keep hie
mouth open so he could breathe, aa
be could not breathe through his noes.
"He has always been very delicate.
"Since he commenced taking the
Peruna 1 can go to bed end sleep fjg

night"

CASTORIA
For Infanta and Children.

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

ALCOHOL-- 3
PER CENT
AWtfelabfe Preparation for Assimilating Hie Food and Regula
ling the Stomachs and Bowels of

Bears the
Signature

Promotes Digeslion,Cheerful-nes- s
and Rest Contains neither
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral

of

Not Marc otic
.ton sou DrsÁmEirrvrs
MxSftnm
Anin SftJ

AwmV
Wirm

Sitd

Wimkrjrtt

In

-

XfW

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

perfect Remedy forConslipc
lion . Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Fever i sh
ness and LOSS OF SLEEP
A

Fac Simile

Signature of

The Centaur Company.

NEW YORK.

(guaranteed under the Food arj)

CASTORIA

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Catarrhal Fever
to S doses often coro.
Ooe
buttle Hl'Olf N'S guaranteed to coro o ease.
Safe for any ware, boros or col u
Ihitt-bottles lb. Get It of druggists, borneas dealers or dlroet fra
mftliuf.ieturent, .áureas paid.
Hl'OIIN'S i the boat preventive or all forma of distemper.
8

l

s MEDICAL CO.,

Chemists and Bacteriologists, Uoshon, Intl., U.S.A.
In the Hospital.
Often.
"Love often mlsleade a man."
Men and women, bearing, some ot
"Yes, and often lets a miss lead s
them, the prominent American nameB,
are working in the Neullly hospital of man."
the most menial tasks with admirable
Very Good Reason.
It Is the duty of an
Parson How is it I haven't sees
American multimillionaire to seo to It
that wounded Turcos, some of whom you at church lately?
Hodge I ain't been. Printer's PI
have been without a change of clothes
tor a fortnight, are thoroughly and
conscientiously Scrubbed. Dollar prinHome-Mad- e
cesses are busy rolling bandages and

preparing

dressings.

Philadelphia

Ledger

Weeks'

Break-Up-A-Co-

Tablets

ld

guaranteed remedy for Colds and
La Grippe. Price 25c of your druggist.
It's good. Take nothing else. Adv.
A

Paradoxical.
"Jones complains that he hasir't
enough stenographers to write his letters."
"
"Sborthanded, eh?"

torn OWN dhcooist vviix tk.i.i. you
frr Murluo Kv Heoiedr for Hod. Wen. Watery

Sres sod Uronololed Nyetlda: No Hinarlln- gWin La for Book of tba K,
Comfort
Bio groa
tiat stall
atunne K70 Bornear Co. Cbicogo.

It's easy to gauge a man's Intelligence:
Draw him into a discussion,
and If he agrees with you he's sensible.
Smile on wssh day. That's when you use
Red Cross Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than
snow. All grocers.
Adv.

Tell a weeping woman that tears
are pearls and she will think you are
stringing ber.

A

Poison

Ürto acid, unknown In the dar ot a elm pie,
Ufo. Is a modern no lío
ato ral.
created l naide tba human body by a combination
overwork, worrr. and lark of reek
of
gsaoaaone ur irregular urination ia voe nrat pro
tost or weak kldnars. When the kldneya fall be- aina in Diienag out ta exoeee nrteaoJd, taer
danaer of aravel. drunav or Brlaht'a
Doan'a Kidney Pitia tren then weak kldna;
bat If the diet la reduced, azoeaaea BtODDad.
ai
f reah Kir. exernUa and alean Ineniaaad. Üm mead
lolne acta mora qalokly. Doan'a Kidney I'llla
a world-wid- e
reputation aa a reliable
haa
kidney tonto.

A Colorado Com

73.t

R. U
A ntutur,

Hall.

tsui

8t. Greeley,
.eaye:

ab

00a.

awn

"I bad aaere

'attack
of kidney
and bladder trouble,
bharp peine oauabt

me In my aide and X
I
couldn't gat up.
'paaaed (ravel and
cue doutor told me
would have to undergo an operation.
X got over
thia epell,
but tba trouble oam
back and I waa laid
up for days at a
tima. The nalna In
my back war awful and I waa In bad
nape when
heard about Doan'a Kidney
Pilla.
They rid me of the pain and I
paaaed three gravel. I haven't bad any
Ign of tba trouble alnce."
Cat Doan'a at Any Saava. 80a n lax

DOAN'SV.llV

FOSTER M1LBUHN CO.. BUFFALO, N. Y.

To the Woman Who
Realizes She Needs Help

You are nervous. You have crying spells." You are
dejected. You don't sleep well. You have backache. You
have lost ambition for your work.
You are beginning to
reef old and look old.
These symptom, more than likely, are produced by some
tlerangercerit or Irregularity peculiar to the feminine organism.

rnrmtss.

Dr. Pierce's Favorite
(In Tablet or Liquid Form)
will aid you In regaining youthful health and strength lust as It has
ttotng for over forty years for women who have been In the same condition of
health you now find yourself. It soothes and Invigorate. It upbuild and uplllt.
Your medicine dealer will supply you In tablet or liquid
send 50
onavcent stamps tor trial box.
Address Dr. R V. ñeros, liutttío, N. Y.
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Ute Park
Robt. Faris
Patronize home industry and
journed in tbe city the latter part buy your bakery goods at Weber's
of the wetk on business.
Restaurant and Bakery.
of

so-

SUPPLY

H. A. Kiker returned to his
Meals at all hours are served at home in Hilton, Sunday after v;sit-in- g
Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.
with relatives in Cimarron a
lew days.

COMPANY

Mr. and Mrs. B. V. McEndorfer

visitors
Key City, Wednesday.

of Miami were social

Weber's Bakery

in

the

Mike Buckovc returned, to the
farm in the Moreno Valley, Mon-

day, after having spent several
months in Salt Lake City, Utah;
Dr. V. A. Dennis of Springer Denver and other Colorado points,
was in this vicinity Saturday, at- in the employment of the fruit
tending to professional business.
growers association.

Bakers' Goods and
Confectioners

First class beds at the Antlers
hotel, furnace heat, 50c, 75c and

It. 00.

Tbe infant son
K. R. Butler is
it is hoped that

of

Mr. and Mrs.

seriouslv ill, and
recovery will be

rapid.

All Kindt

A

The weather at this time is more
J. P. Donovan departed Wed- g
like summer than at any other time nesday for New York where he will
the past few months.
attend to business matters in conjunction with the Eagles Nest Irrigation project. He will return
Swastika coal, the most heat for
the first of December.
about
vour money, sold by J. W.
The News is working for you and
the community eery week. What
W. B. Sweeney went to Raton, are YOU, not the other fellow, doTuesday on a combined bu iness ing for it?
and pleasure visit for a few days.
dance was given Monday evenMrs. Cook and children will ar- ing at the Athletic Hall which was
rive here Friday from El Paso, to largely attended by people of all
spend the winter with Mrs. Z. A. classes. This was the last politiCurtis.
cal dance of the campaign just
closed.
A

Proctor returned Monday
Holiday goods such as toys, etc.
from Taos where he purchased a
bunch of horses which he will sell will not be so plentiful this year,
as most of these goods are made in
in this Vicinity.
Europe where the war has closed
the factories. But what is lacking
Supt. Brown at Bonito shipped in toys will be made up in other
20 crates ot turkeys to Raton on things for the little folk.
Tuesday where they will be placed
on the market.
Remember your friends and send
them post card views of the Cimarron Canon. Sold at the leading
stores at 2 (or 5 cents.
J.

panies Represented.
News Estimate On

Let The

Your

Next Job

A.

of

Farming Implements

Wagon
Buggies

Harness and Saddles
Lumber and Other Building Material

a

A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Beát Com-

j

j WE SELL

Hardware

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants in these lines

I

I

Miami Locals
W. S House and family have
r.
returned to their claim near
Thev spent their five months
leave of absence working in the
young orchards about Miami.
Col-mo-

The young reople of the valley
had a good time and lots of Fun at
purtv given at the
the
hrme ot Miss Witter, Stturdav
night.

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp
Standard Jncandeeni

Oil Xamk of iht Umrid

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence,!
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ht

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

hall-iwe'i--

At the
party given
bv Mr. and Mrs. M. 1). Allen in
honor ol Miss Olive Meeks and C.
E. Metzger, Miss Meeks was presented with a hi. dsome Navajo
ante-nupti-

BIG BATTLES

blanket.
An interesting wedding, was solemnized Sunday in the church,
when Mr. C. E. Metzger and Miss
Olive Meeks, both highly respected people of the valley, were
Rev. Gibson was the
minister. The house was
beautifully decorated with evergreens, ferns and autumn leaves.
Everybody is wishing them a happy and prosperous journey through
mat-rie-

Thejbig battleship

is

better nanaged than the little rowbaat tkat

uiet

na the

Tond.
The big corporation is better able to serve tbe public than the little coiipany
Vour

company handles tbe telephone needs of three million people right aere

in tbe

even mountain states
It

handles over a million telephone messages every day

of

the year

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices

d.

g

life.

Corned Beef and Cabbage
Get the corned beef in the evenjng and soak over night to remove surplus salt. 7 a. in. put on to slow boil. When partly
tender cut the head of cabbage into eighths put in with meat
boil until tender. This will make a delicious dish for dinuer.

Quail Season

The present war in Km opt is a war of waste and destruction
Uigger battles tor peace are being fought right here in tbe

Battles for

good-wil- l,

t

mtc--J

States

prosperity and fair dealing.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

Opened Nov. 1;
Some Go Hunting
Sunday, November i, signalized
the opening of the quail season
and many hunters went into the
foot hills in quest of tbe nimble
quail. Several were fortunate in
bagging large numbers, but as it
takes a great many to appease an
appetite the bags were not too
heavily laden.
Deer hunters are unusually successful in killing the game and not
a few report their game bags tilled
to the top.

Home made Mince Meat and
home made Sausage, Fancy
Creamery Butter

Cimarron Meat Market
"r

